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PUBLISHER’S NOTE 
These collected writings of the Young Irelander James Fintan 

Lalor originate from the 1918 book James Fintan Lalor: Patriot & 

Political Essayist compiled by L. Fogarty, with a preface by 

Arthur Griffith. The link to the full text, featuring personal letters 

and other correspondence, as well as Griffith’s preface can be 

found here. 

This PDF features however a preface taken from a 1900 

pamphlet released by the Socialist Party of Ireland of Lalor’s 

“The Rights of Ireland” by none other than James Connolly.  

AN CHARTLANN. 
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FOREWORD BY JAMES 

CONNOLLY 
An excerpt of the foreword by James Connolly of Lalor’s 

essay “The Rights of Ireland”, published by the Socialist 

Party of Ireland as a pamphlet in 1900. The full pamphlet can 

be found here. 

There are in Ireland to-day, apart from The Socialist Party, two 

political parties. The Conservative party — the party of the rent-

receiving landlord, and the so-called Home Rule party — the 

political guardian of the profit-grinding capitalist. Between 

those two there exists an apparent antagonism, but a real 

identity of interests. The one, openly conservative, seeks to 

retain intact the institution of private property in land; the other, 

while professedly democratic and national, also opposes any 

solution of the land question which by rooting the peasantry on 

the soil would deprive the Irish middle-class of the services of 

those landless labourers, who thronging into the towns and 

competing for employment, drive down wages and so become 

the human stepping-stones by which their wealthy compatriots 

pass to ease and fortune. The first party openly relies on the 

British connection for the maintenance of its prerogatives, the 

second keeps up a continual sham fight with the official 

representatives of that connection, but in the wildest flights of its 

ultra-patriotic orations, secretly relies on a timely manifestation 

of Imperial power to provide a decent excuse for eating their 

words and counselling "prudence" when the time comes for 

revolutionary action. 

In opposing both parties, as enemies to Labour, The Socialist 

Party of Ireland stands to-day in much the same position as 

Fintan Lalor occupied in '48. Indeed a most striking parallel 

https://archive.org/details/rightsofirelandf00lalo/mode/2up
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exists between his time and our own. In '48 there stood on the 

one side the landlords backed up by the government in 

demanding their rents, while the people were left to starve in the 

midst of plenty. On the other side, there stood, nominally in 

opposition to the government, the two sections of the Repeal 

Party. Of these two sections, one, the Repeal Association, was 

tame, constitutional, and time-serving, its only hope being to 

secure the good offices of middle-class English politicians, 

repealers and repealers only. The other section, the 

Confederation, intelligent, honest and sincere according to their 

lights, but (with a few exceptions, such as John Mitchel) like the 

first, thoroughly conservative on the really fundamental 

question of property, firm believers in rent, interest and profit, 

outvying even the government in their insistence on the 

landlord's right to his rent, also repealers only, but, under a 

multitude of grandiloquent phrases hiding even from 

themselves the utter paltriness of our ideal. To-day we have in 

our midst the same story repeated. In the Home Rule camp again 

exist two opposing sections, the most advanced of whom are as 

hopelessly conservative as ever in their opposition to the claim 

oi the labourer to the full produce of his toil. Under these 

circumstances. The Socialist Party of Ireland, as the only political 

party in Ireland which fully accepts Fintan Lalor's teaching, from 

his declaration of principles to his system of insurrection, hopes 

that in issuing this pamphlet they will succeed in bringing home 

to the minds of their fellows, a realisation of the necessity which 

exists for the creation of a party which shall aim at giving 

effective political expression to the twin ideas of national and 

industrial freedom now so hopelessly divorced in the public life 

of Ireland. 

Of the man himself it may not be amiss to inform our readers 

that he was descended from a family noted in Irish history for 
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their rebellious tendencies, that is, for their restlessness under 

injustice. One of the seven septs of Leix (Queen's Co.) they were 

transplanted to Kerry in 1609 by Chichester under orders from 

James I. They had rebelled eighteen times against the plantations 

ordered by Queen Mary and Queen Elizabeth, and had been 

nearly exterminated in consequence, and the government hoped 

by thus removing them to remote and unfamiliar territory to 

curb their native impetuosity. But at each successive rebellion 

they were always running back to their old tribelands, and it was 

probably in this way the ancestors of our author found their way 

to, and eventually settled at Tenakill. Fintan Lalor himself was 

born in 1809, but did not come into public life until 1847. After 

the suppression of the United Irishman newspaper and the 

sentence upon its editor, John Mitchel, of 14 years 

transportation, Lalor stepped into the breach as principal writer 

in the Irish Felon, edited by John Martin. The Irish Felon was also 

suppressed and Lalor arrested at Ballyhane, County Tipperary, 

where he was endeavouring to organize a revolt of the 

peasantry. He was removed to Newgate prison, Dublin, where 

he was confined, until, his health completely breaking down, he 

was released — to die. He died as he had lived, a revolutionist 

and a rebel against all forms of political and social injustice, and 

for nearly fifty years the middle-class "patriots" who write 

Ireland’s history have honoured his memory by boycotting his 

writings and slurring over his name. May the labours of our Irish 

democracy inscribe on the passes of their country’s history a 

more fitting tribute to his genius. 
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LETTER TO CHARLES GAVAN 

DUFFY 
Tenakill, Abbeyleix, January 11th, 1847 

I am one of those who never joined the Repeal Association or the 
Repeal Movement – one of Mr. O’Connell’s “creeping, crawling, 
cowardly creatures” – though I was a Repealer in private feeling 
at one time, for I hardly know that I can say I am one now, 
having almost taken a hatred and disgust to this my own 
country and countrymen. 

I did not join the agitation, because I saw – not from 
reflection, but from natural instinct, the same instinct that makes 
one shrink from eating carrion – that the leaders and their 
measures, means, and proceedings, were intrinsically and 
essentially, vile and base; and such as never could or ought to 
succeed. 

Before I embarked in the boat I looked at the crew and the 
commander; the same boat which you and others mistook in ’43 
for a war-frigate, because she hoisted gaudy colours, and that 
her captain swore terribly; I knew her at once for a leaky collier-
smack; with a craven crew to man her, and a sworn dastard and 
foresworn traitor at the helm – a fact which you and Young 
Ireland would seem never to have discovered until he ordered 
the boat to be stranded, and yourselves set ashore. 

I would fain become one of the “National” party, if they 
could consent to act along with me and I with them. But I confess 
I have my many doubts – I have had them all along; and they 
have been terribly strengthened by the two last numbers of 
the Nation. I mean those of December 26 and January 2; the last 
(January 9) I have not yet seen. It is not figure, but fact, that 
reading those two numbers made me ill. 

I have long been intending to write to you to resolve those 
doubts, and have only been prevented by sickness. I must now 
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defer doing do so for some little time longer, and my reason for 
writing this present hurried note is this: it has just occurred to 
me that, at the meeting on Wednesday, an Association may 
possibly be formed on such a basis, and resolutions or pledges 
adopted of such a character, as would exclude and 
excommunicate me and many beside. 

These resolutions or pledges may relate either – 1st, to the 
end; 2nd, to the means. Now remark – 1st, As to the end: – Should 
the end be defined strictly, in terms or effect, to the Repeal – 
simple Repeal, and nothing but or besides Repeal – I would 
thereby be excluded. For, in the first place, I will never contribute 
one shilling, or give my name, heart, or hand, for such an object 
as the simple Repeal by the British Parliament of the Act of 
Union. 

I shall state my reasons hereafter, not having time now. 
Don’t define the object, nor give it such a name as would define 
it. Call it by some general name – independence, if you will – 
and secondly, I will never act with, nor aid any organisation 
limiting itself strictly to the sole object of dissolving the present 
connection with Britain and rigidly excluding every other. I will 
not be fettered and handcuffed. 

A mightier question is in the land – one beside which 
Repeal dwarfs down into a petty parish question; one on which 
Ireland may not alone try her own right, but try the right of the 
world; on which you would be, not merely an asserter of old 
principles, often asserted, and better asserted before her, an 
humble and feeble imitator and follower of other countries – but 
an original inventor, propounder, and propagandist, in the van 
of the earth, and heading the nations; on which her success or 
her failure alike, would never be forgotten by man, but would 
make her, for ever, the lodestar of history; on which Ulster 
would be not “on her flank,” but at her side, and on which, better 
and best of all, she need not plead in humble petitions her 
beggarly wrongs and how beggarly she bore them, nor plead 
any right save the right of her might. 
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And if the magnitude and magnificence of that other 
question be not apparent and recognised – any more than the 
fact on its settlement now depends the existence of an old and 
not utterly worthless people – it is partly, indeed, because the 
mass of mankind see all such questions, at first, through a 
diminishing glass, and every question is little until some one 
man makes it great; but partly, also, because the agitation of the 
Repeal question has been made to act as a proscription of every 
other. 

Repeal may perish with all who support it soon than I will 
consent to be fettered on this question, or to connect myself with 
any organised body that would ban or merge in favour of Repeal 
or any other measure, that greatest of all our rights on this side 
of heaven, God’s grant to Adam and his poor children for ever, 
when He sent them from Eden in His wrath and bid them go 
work for their bread. Why should I name it? 

National independence, then, in what form of words you 
please; but denounce nothing – proscribe nothing – surrender 
nothing, more especially of your own freedom of action. Leave 
yourselves free individually and collectively. 

2nd, As to the means: – If any resolution or pledge be 
adopted to seek legislative independence by moral force and 
legal proceedings alone, with a denunciation or renunciation of 
all or any other means or proceedings, you may have millions of 
better and stronger men than I have to join you; but you won’t 
have me. 

Such pledge, I am convinced, is not necessary to legalise 
any association. To illegalise there must, I conceive, be positive 
evidence of act or intention -deeds done or words spoken. 
Omitting to do anything can surely form no foundation for a 
legal charge. What! Is silence a proof of criminal intention? I 
speak, of course, in ignorance, being no lawyer, thank God! 

But whether I be correct or not, I will never subscribe or 
assent to any such pledge or resolution. As regards the use of 
none but legal means, any means and all means might be made 
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illegal by Act of Parliament; and such pledge, therefore is 
passive obedience. As to the pledge of abstaining from the use 
of any but moral force, I am quite willing to take such pledge if, 
and provided, the English Government agree to take it also; but 
“if not, not.” 

Let England pledge not to argue the question by the prison, 
the convict-ship, or the halter; and I will readily pledge not to 
argue it in any form of physical logic. But dogs tied and stones 
loose is no bargain. Let the stones be given up; or unmuzzle the 
wolf-dog. 

There is one at this moment in every cabin throughout the 
land, nearly fit already to be untied – and he will be savager by-
and-by. For Repeal, indeed, he will never bite, but only bay; but 
there is another matter to settle between us and England. There 
has already, I think, been too much giving in on this question of 
means and force. 

Merely to save or assert the abstract right for the use of 
other nations or other times, won’t do for me. We must save it 
for our own use, and assert it too, if need be, and occasion offer. 
You will receive, and, I hope, read this on tomorrow morning, 
before the Committee meet. 

My petition to you is that you will use your influence from 
being adopted, which would cut me off from co-operating with 
the new Association, should one be founded. Don’t mention my 
name. It is not one worth half a farthing; but such as it is I don’t 
choose to give it to the Seceders until I have some better 
guarantee than I possess as yet, that their new organisation will 
be anything better, stronger, or nobler than a decently conducted 
Conciliation Hall, free from its open and brazen profession of 
meanness, falsehood, cowardice, and corruption, but essentially 
just as feeble, inefficient and ridiculous. 

Is there any apology required for addressing you in this 
manner? I don’t know. Perhaps I have no right – though I have 
been a Seceder since I ceased to be a child. I owe to you some 
gratitude. You have given me a country. Before your time I was an 
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alien and an exile, though living in my own land. I hope you 
won’t make me one again. 

This letter has been hastily written; and I have not acquired 
the faculty of expressing what I wish with clearness or facility. 
Still I hope you will understand, or at least that you will not 
misunderstand me. The Nation of last Saturday might possibly 
give me information which would render my writing plainly 
unnecessary, but I don’t receive it until Wednesday, being in 
partnership with another person – I remain, your obedient 
servant, 

JAMES F. LALOR 
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A NEW NATION 

Proposal for an Agricultural Association between the 
Landowners and Occupiers – To the Landowners of Ireland, 

Tenakill, Abbeyleix, April 19th, 1847. 

I address you, gentlemen, from a great distance – the distance 
that separates you from the people – for I am one of the people. 
This is a disadvantage of some account, and might be 
discouraging at a season more settled. But I know that in periods 
of peril, when distress and disaster are present, and danger and 
dread are in the future, men are allowed to assume rights which 
must be in abeyance during ordinary times. 

This is my reason and right in addressing you – that I am 
excited and authorised by the feelings and emergencies of the 
occasion. This is my claim to a hearing – not that I ask it in my 
own cause or, in that of the class I belong to; nor that I urge it for 
the sake of the masses of men who are unable to ask it for 
themselves; but that I claim a hearing and crave to be heard on 
your own behalf – on behalf of your own interest, and honour, 
and existence, as owners of that soil on which thousands are 
famishing to death for want of food. 

My general object in addressing you is that of calling public 
notice, if I can, to the full extent of the effects which I think must 
inevitably follow past or present events, if the cause of these 
events be not checked or changed. All the facts I possess I have 
considered and counted in one view together, in their connection 
and consequence, and inferred the result. 

This is a task which few others, I fear, have undertaken, nor 
is it any manner of surprise. Within sight and sound of this 
dismal calamity, amid the actual horrors of every passing hour, 
it is scarcely possible to look far into the future, or take thought 
and care for remote results. In the presence of famine men are 
blind to its effects. 
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It is doing its work in the dark, and no watch is set or 
warning raised. From every house and every voice throughout 
this land there is but one cry now – the cry for food. Food for 
today, and food for tomorrow – for this year and the next. But 
not all the clamour and outcry that has been raised throughout 
Ireland during the last few months has added a single pound to 
the supply of food, either for this year or the next. 

What men were unable to do, they set about doing; what 
they were able to do before they left are leaving undone. For 
something else is wanting, and requires to be provided, besides 
food for today or tomorrow, else a revolution is at hand. A 
revolution of the worst type and character – not such as when a 
nation breaks up under armed violence, to reunite and rise in 
structure as strong as before; but such as when it falls to pieces, 
rotting to a final fetid ruin. 

Besides the general object mentioned, I have a particular 
and more definite purpose, which will develop itself as I 
proceed. It would be useless to state it formally before it can be 
fully understood. Though I write more especially for you, my 
lords and gentlemen, landowners of Ireland, yet, I write also for 
the public; and shall address myself to either, as occasion may 
seem to demand. The failure of the potato, and consequent 
famine, is one of those events which come now and then to do 
the work of ages in a day, and change the very nature of an entire 
nation at once, it has even already produced a deeper social 
organisation than did the French Revolution – greater waste of 
life – wider loss of property – more than the horrors, with none 
of the hopes. 

For its direction still seems dragging downwards, while her 
revolution took France to the sun – gave her wealth, and victory, 
and renown – a free people and a firm peasantry, lords of their 
own land. It has unsettled society to the foundation; deranged 
every interest, every class, every household. 

Every man’s place and relation is altered, labour has left its 
track, and life lost its form. One entire class, the most numerous 
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and important in Ireland, has already begun to give way; and is 
about being displaced. The tenant-farmer of ten acres or under 
is being converted into an “independent labourer.” 

But it is accomplishing something more than mere social 
derangement, or a dislocation of classes. It has come, as if 
commissioned, to produce at length, and not too soon, a 
dissolution of that state and order of existence in which we have 
heretofore been living. The constitution of society that has 
prevailed in this island can no longer maintain itself, or be 
maintained. 

It has been tried for generations; it has now, at least, been 
fully and finally tested; and the test has proved fatal. It was ever 
unsound and infirm, and is now breaking to pieces under the 
first severe experiment, an experiment which that of any other 
country would have easily withstood. 

Nor heaven nor human nature will suffer it to be re-
established or continue. If the earth, indeed, with all things 
therein, was made wholly for the few, and none of it for the 
many, then may it continue; and if all creation was made for you, 
my lords and gentlemen, and none for us, then it may continue; 
if men are bound to live on for ever, slaves to a dominion that 
dooms them to toil, and cold, and hunger – to hardship and 
suffering in every shape; if they have no right even to life except 
at another’s license, then may it continue; if they be bound to 
submit in patience to perish of famine and famine-fever, then it 
may continue. 

But if all have a right to live in freedom and comfort on their 
own labour; if the humblest among them has a claim to full, 
secure and honest subsistence, not the knavish and beggarly 
subsistence of the poorhouse, then that constitution cannot and 
it shall not be re-established again. 

When society fails to perform its duty and fulfil its office of 
providing for its people, it must take another and more effective 
form, or it must cease to exist. When its members begin to die 
out under destitution – when they begin to perish in thousands 
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under famine and the effects of famine – when they begin to 
desert and fly from the land in hundreds of thousands under the 
force and fear of deadly famine – then it is time to see it is God’s 
will that society should stand dissolved, and assume another 
shape and action, and He works His will by human hands and 
natural agencies. 

The case has arisen even now in Ireland, and the effect has 
already followed in part. Society stands dissolved. In effect, as 
well as of right, it stands dissolved, and another requires to be 
constituted. To the past we can never return, even if we would. 
The potato was our sole and only capital, to live and work on, to 
make much or little of; and on it the entire social economy of this 
country was founded, formed and supported. 

That system and state of things can never again be resumed 
or restored; not even should the potato return. A new 
adjustment is now to be formed, is to form and develop itself; a 
new social order to be arranged; a new people to be organised. 
Or otherwise, that people itself is about to become extinct. Either 
of these is inevitable, and either is desirable. In condition, and 
character, and conduct, a stain to earth, a scandal and a shame 
among the nations, a grievance to Heaven, this people has been 
for ages past a dark spot in the path of the sun. 

Nature and Heaven can bear it no longer. To any one who 
either looks to an immediate directing Providence, or trusts to a 
settle course of natural causes, it is clear that this island is about 
to take existence under a new tenure, or else that Nature has 
issued her decree, often issued heretofore, against nations and 
races, and even for the same crime – that one other imbecile and 
cowardly people shall cease to exist, and no longer cumber the 
earth. 

The power of framing a new order is in your hands, my 
lords and gentlemen, if you choose to exercise it. The work of 
reconstruction belongs of right to you, if you have the wisdom 
and the will to do it. It is in emergencies and occasions like the 
present, rather than in ordinary and settled times, that a national 
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aristocracy is required, and if they be not worthy of such 
occasions they are worthless altogether. 

It is a time like this that tries and tests the worth of a class, 
as it tests the worth of individual men. Not to time should the 
task be committed, nor to chance; not to the government of 
England, which is incompetent to the case; not to the parliament 
of England, where you are made a mark for pelting at; nor to the 
desperate remedies of men whom you have, yourselves, made 
desperate. 

Ireland demands from you now something more than her 
present dole of daily food – a mode and system of providing full 
food for herself. She looks to you for this – that she be not 
condemned to live as a beggar on public alms, nor as a pauper 
on public works and poorhouse rations; but aided or enabled to 
find or form a mode of making her bread in all future time by 
free, unforced and honest labour. 

She has lost her means of living; she requires some other, 
more sufficient and secure than those she has lost. Her demand, 
in full and fine, is for what is of more effective worth and weight 
than all the political constitutions that were ever promised – for 
what senates or sovereigns cannot make or unmake, but men 
must make for themselves – her demand for a new SOCIAL 
CONSTITUTION, under which to live. 

This is the task you are called on to undertake, the work 
you are wanted to do, or forfeit your footing in this island of ours 
– a work to which political constitution is light in comparison 
and little in importance. Political rights are but paper and 
parchment. It is the social constitution that determines the 
condition and character of a people – that makes and moulds the 
life of man. 

We are now living in the midst of a social anarchy, in which 
no man knows with certainty what he is, or what he can call his 
own. Never was government or guidance more necessary to a 
people; but government or guidance there is none, for the great 
purpose needed. An extreme and extraordinary case has arisen 
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– one that seldom arises in modern times – and not to be judged 
or treated by any ordinary law. 

A new structure of society has to be created; and the 
country has a right to require of you to counsel and conduct and 
lead her; because you own her soil, because your own worth and 
value are in question – your interest and position involved and 
committed; because the work cannot so speedily and safely be 
done without your aid; because in some respects and in some 
degree you are considered specially charged with the calamitous 
crisis that has occurred; because your rights of ownership are 
thought by numbers to be the only obstacle to the creation at 
once of a sound system of social prosperity and happiness, 
which would be formed by the natural energies and social 
instincts of mankind, if those energies were left to act, and not 
fettered or interfered with by your claims of dominion; and 
finally, because you ought of right to be – where you have never 
chosen to be – at the head of the people. 

And at their head or at their side you must now stand, or 
else your aid will not be taken. On other terms it will not now be 
accepted; and the work will be done by other hands than yours. 
You are far less important to the people than the people are to 
you. You cannot act or stand alone, but they can. In the case that 
has arisen, the main power is in their hands, and little in yours. 
Your power of position has departed. You cannot reform and 
reorganise a whole people without their own consent and co-
operation. You cannot act against them – you cannot act without 
them. They can do what is wanted of themselves, and without 
your assistance. 

They have the will, and may learn the way. A dissolution 
of the social system has taken place. The failure of the potato was 
the immediate, exciting cause. Into the predisposing causes it is 
needless for the present to inquire. There was no outrise or revolt 
against it. It was not broken up by violence. It was borne for ages 
with beggarly patience, until it perished by the irritation of God 
in the order of Nature. 
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A clear, original right returns and reverts to the people – 
the right of establishing and entering into a new social 
arrangement. The right is in them, because the power is in them. 
The right lodges where the power lodges. It is not a case to which 
governments or parliaments are competent. The sole office and 
duty of government under the circumstances is that of 
supporting the destitute, and maintaining the public order 
during the period of transition and reorganisation. 

Should it attempt doing more than this, it will be assuming 
a power which it does not possess, and cannot even make an 
effort to exercise without committing injustice, doing injury and 
suffering defeat. With the great body and mass of the people, in 
their original character and capacity, resides, of necessity, the 
power, in its full plenitude, of framing or falling into a new form 
of organisation – a new mode of living and labour. 

Your aid, my lords and gentlemen, is most desirable, if 
accorded on terms and in a mode which would be thought likely 
to contribute to general benefit and happiness. On other terms, 
or for other objects – with a view to your own personal interests 
alone, and on terms to assert and secure your own position at 
any cost to the country and community – if offered on such 
views and terms, your service and aid will not be accepted; and 
the present condition of anarchy will be protracted by strife and 
struggle, terminating, possibly, in violent convulsion, from 
which you, at least, would come out the losers, whoever might 
be the winners. 

To ensure against such a contingency, it is necessary that 
you should now combine and co-operate with that people from 
whom, for long ages, you have stood apart, aliens and enemies 
to them, as they to you. They count more in millions than you 
count in thousands. If you desire that they and you should now 
join hands to carry the boat over the rapids, it must be on terms 
which they will accept; on terms of advantage to them as well as 
to you – and the first condition and very basis of a union must 
be the distinct acknowledgement and assertion, in its widest 
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extent, in its fullest force, power, and plenitude, of the principle 
of ALLEGIANCE TO COUNTRY. 

On any other basis, no federation can form or be formed, 
take effect, or be of force, in Ireland now. To save mistake I ought 
to mention, and mark what is I do not mean, as well as what my 
meaning is. I do not mean that you should declare for Repeal. I 
scarcely know that I can call myself a Repealer, further than this 
– I would not say aye to the question if were put to me to decide. 

The results of Repeal would depend on the means and men 
by whom it should have been accomplished. It might give to 
Ireland all that Ireland wants, and is withering in want of – equal 
liberty and equal laws, science and art, manufacture and trade, 
respect and renown; wealth to the merchant, security and 
comfort to the cottage; its pride of power and place to the castle, 
fame and fortune to genius and talent, all of that which ennobles 
and endears to man the land he lives in – this it might do. 

It might subject us to an odious and ignoble tyranny. I am 
far from wishing you to take any course that would pledge you 
to Repeal, or to any other political measure. I do not write with 
a view to Repeal, or any other political object whatever. My 
meaning is far more general, and states itself in more general 
terms. 

Nothing is requisite or required that would commit you to 
particulars, to any political party, cause, or course of conduct. 
But a full act and avowal of attachment and allegiance to this 
island, in priority and preference to any and every other country 
– this is required, and will be strictly required; not in mere idle 
form of protest and profession, but in full efficient proof and 
practice that Ireland is your own mother-country, and her 
people your people, – that her interest and honour, her gain and 
her glory, are counted as your own, – that her rights and liberties 
you will defend, as part of your inheritance, – that in peace you 
will lead her progress, and carry her banner in battle, – that your 
labour shall be in her service, and your lives laid down at her 
need, – that henceforth you will be, not a foreign garrison but a 
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national guard, – this you must declare and adopt, as the 
principle of your proceeding, and the spirit of your action, and 
the rule of your order; for these are the duties of nobility. 

Adopt this principle, and you are armed; on it is your safety 
and your strength; the future is fettered at your feet; and your 
name and race shall flourish and not fail. Ireland is yours for 
ages, on the condition that you will be Irishmen in name, in faith, 
in fact. Refuse it, and you commit yourselves, in the position of 
paupers, to the mercy of English ministers and English 
members; you throw your very existence on English support, 
which England soon may find too costly to afford; you lie at the 
feet of events, you lie in the way of a people, and the movement 
of events and the march of a people shall be over you. 

Allegiance to this fair island; it is your title of tenure to the 
lands you hold, and in right of it you hold them. If you deny and 
disown it, you assert another title, and must determine to hold 
your inheritance by force, at your own will and to our injury, in 
despite and defiance for ours forever. 

This would be a bootless and feeble insult, and dangerous 
withal; for your tittle is worth little indeed under the law you 
would appeal to: that while from Ireland you take rank and 
revenue, blood and birth and name – everything that makes 
home, and binds to country – yet you look not to her, but to 
another land, for home and country; that you desert and disown, 
if not hate her old native people; that in England are your hearts 
and hopes, and that all your household gods are English. 

This crime is charged to you; unjustly charged, I trust it is – 
for a worse crime, and more infamous than disloyalty to kings 
or crowns, is disloyalty or treason to country. It is a crime not 
made by lawyers, but made by God; a crime against Nature itself 
– against all its laws, affections, interests and instincts. Yet the 
charge is not made against you without colour of truth and show 
of reason. 

On every question that arises, in every contest and 
collision, whether of honour or interest, you take side and cause 
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with England. All blame for this does not rest on you; but some 
of it does. Much and most of it rests on a class of men whose 
claim to attention, however strong, I must defer to a future letter. 
All such ground of charge must be removed and renounced. 

For ever, henceforth, the owners of our soil must be Irish. 
To all who own land or living in Ireland, Ireland must 
henceforth be the Queen-island. She holds in her hands the 
hostages for their fealty, and will not longer put up with 
TREASON. On no other common ground or general principle 
can a federation take place between the nobles of the land and 
the nation at large, than that of common faith and fealty to this 
their common country. 

The formation of the Irish Party was hailed at the time by 
many as one step of a movement in the direction of Ireland. It 
may, perhaps, indicate a change of ideas, if not of feelings. You 
have probably begun to find out that if your feelings are English, 
yet your fortunes are Irish; that Ireland’s peril is perilous to 
yourselves; that in renouncing your country, and adopting 
another, you renounce and revolt from the laws of Nature; and 
that Nature itself is strong enough to punish the treason. 

You have, moreover, got some slight cause to doubt 
whether England esteems your attachment as of any value, your 
interest as of much importance, or your very existence as worth 
the expense and trouble of supporting. But we recognise nothing 
Irish in this party except its name; nothing that can entitle it to 
command or call round it the hearts or hopes of this people; or 
raise it to any higher position than that of a mere club, and a 
petty club, formed by a class for the single object of saving its 
own little interests from injury, at any cost to the country. 

Whether for its professed or private objects, whether as an 
Irish party or as a landowner’s club, it is equally and utterly 
inefficient, and can do nothing for the salvation of the country or 
for yours. It excludes the people. It embraces no great public 
principles, passions, purpose, or policy. It bears no banner, and 
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shows no motto. It rallies no support and inspires no confidence; 
proposes nothing, and promises nothing. 

To resist the minister, should his measures of relief or 
improvement be deemed injurious to the landowners, – this 
appears the sole object of the Irish Party. But your claims as 
landowners are no longer maintainable or defensible on their 
own merits and means. To maintain, you must connect them 
with those of your country. 

A union between parties of the same class – a union of 
landowners with each other – is adequate to no purpose now. 
The union required is a union between all classes of whom the 
people is composed. You are powerless without a people beside 
or behind you. You must call the commons into your council; 
and make their private interests and public objects – nay, even 
perhaps their public passions – a part of your policy. The Irish 
Party must expand and enlarge into the Irish people; or another 
and more effective association be framed. 

To organise a new mode and condition of labour – a new 
industrial system; to frame and fix a new order of society; in a 
word, to give to Ireland a new Constitution, under which the 
natural capacity of this country would be put into effective 
action; the resources of its land, labour and capital developed 
and made available; its slumbering and decaying energies of 
mind and muscle excited, directed and employed, and the 
condition and character of its people reconstructed, improved 
and elevated; this, I have already stated, is the general object 
which now calls for the united action of the landowners and the 
people of Ireland in association assembled. 

The energies of nature and action of time working together 
in their wonted course and current will, indeed, in long or short, 
be adequate, without aid or effort of ours, to form a new and 
effective settlement of society; but the fabric thus formed will be 
raised out of the relics and rest on the ruins, of the present 
existing people in all its classes. 
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For their own safety and preservation, it is necessary that 
all those classes should now combine to take the direction of that 
resolution which will otherwise effect itself, and which, indeed, 
is in actual process of being effected, without their consent, 
control, or guidance. That position has become too perilous to 
maintain. 

Your path of safety, as well as of honour, is now the public 
highway. No byways of your own will carry you through the 
perils that beset, and the greater perils that are before you. There 
are many and important questions at issue between you and the 
landholders, between you and the labourers, between you and 
the people at large, between you and other classes of the people, 
between those classes among themselves. 

No government, no legislation, no general statutes, no 
special statutes, no power on earth but the parties concerned; no 
mode on earth save that of voluntary agreement, can settle those 
questions. Why should we not meet and settle them amicably? 
Leave them not to be settled by time or to be settled by strength. 

What! To create a complete and efficient industrial 
economy; to form and give force to a new state and mode of 
existence; to organise and animate and put into healthy and 
vigorous action that complex living machine, a social system; to 
frame and adjust the fabric of society – its mightiest proportions 
and minutest parts, with all its vast and various interests, 
arrangements, orders and conditions, independent yet involved, 
conflicting yet co-operating; what! To do all this? 

A work impossible to man; and which, in extent or detail, 
he never yet undertook or attempted to perform. A work of 
which the theory and principles are beyond his knowledge or 
discovery, and the practical execution beyond his utmost power. 
Nature has reserved it to herself, to effect by a process of her 
own; for which no artificial process ever was or can be 
substituted with success. A work we cannot do; God’s hand 
alone, not man’s, can do it. True – and neither can you form in 
all its parts the smallest plant that grows. But sow the seed and 
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the plant forms. The powers of vitality require but to be set in 
movement, and the contrivances of Nature left free to act. 

Even so it is in the case we consider. That work may be 
done, and you must do it or others will; and you must do it at 
once, for it cannot be waited for. Nor is it, when examined, an 
undertaking that need dazzle or daunt by its magnitude or 
multiplicity the meanest mind of all among us. It includes no 
such complication of difficult questions as it may seem to do; 
and the only question actually involved is on easy of settlement 
when put in comparison with its apparent mass. 

Its theory contains itself in a single principle; its practical 
solution is comprised and completed in a single operation. Lay 
but the foundation and the work is done. Lay the foundation, 
Nature effects the rest; society forms and fits itself – even as the 
plant grows when the seed is sown. 

Lay deep and strong, the only foundation that is firm under 
the foot of a nation – a secure and independent agricultural 
peasantry. A secure and independent agricultural peasantry is 
the only base on which a people ever rises or can be raised, or on 
which a nation can safely rest. A productive and prosperous 
husbandry is the sole groundwork of a solid social economy. 

On it and out of it springs the mechanic, and artisan, and 
trading dealer; fed and fostered by it these swell into the 
manufacturer and merchant, who multiply into merchants and 
manufacturers; sustained by it still these enlarge, and gather, 
and solidify into companies, corporations, classes – into great 
manufacturing and mercantile systems and interests, which 
often, like unnatural children, disown and desert the mother that 
bore and the nurse that fed them; without it there is neither 
manufacturer, nor trade, nor means to make them, for it is 
agriculture alone that furnishes these means. Food is our first 
want – to procure it our first work. 

The agricultural class, therefore, must precede and provide 
for every other. It is first in order of nature, necessity, and time. 
It is an abundant agriculture alone that creates and sustains 
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manufactures, and arts, and traffic. It is an increasing agriculture 
alone that extends them. For it is the surplus of food it 
accumulates, after providing ordinary subsistence, that forms 
new wants and demands, and the modes and means to meet and 
satisfy them. 

Such is the actual process, a process that never yet was 
reversed, or carried out in any other course or order; so it was at 
first, and so it will be forever – in every time, in every clime, in 
every country. Adopt this process; create what has never yet 
existed in Ireland, an active and efficient husbandry, a secure 
and independent agricultural peasantry, able to accumulate as 
well as to produce; do this, and you raise a thriving and happy 
community, a solid social economy, a prosperous people, an 
effective nation. 

Create the husbandman and you create the mechanic, the 
artisan, the manufacturer and merchant. Thus you will work out 
the ordinance of God, in the order and with the powers of 
nature. All the natural motives and means with which man is 
endowed will come then to your relief and assistance, and do the 
rest. 

Any further interference with the course and process of 
natural laws would be useless and mischievous. Neither 
monarchs nor mobs ever yet were able to manage or modify that 
natural process, or ever attempted to enforce interference 
without doing grievous injury and gross injustice. The abortive 
and mischievous legislation of both old and recent times affords 
lessons enough of this, if we choose to learn them. 

There seems to be a vague impression on a large portion of 
the public mind of this country that national attention and 
exertion, as well as individual effort, should be directed into a 
course the reverse in its steps and stages of that rational order I 
have pointed out. We are in the habit of hearing it asserted that 
a large development of manufacturing industry is what Ireland 
needs, and that to establish it should be her chief object. 
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It is even assumed, not unfrequently, that a manufacturing 
system must precede, and is the only means of promoting, the 
improvement and prosperity of agriculture itself. This is an error 
I would wish to see abandoned. It distracts effort and attention 
from the point on which both ought to be directed, and on which 
they could act with effect. 

I am prepared to prove – what, indeed, any man may prove 
to himself – that neither by the private enterprise of individuals 
or companies, neither by the force of national feeling anywhere 
exerted, neither by public association or public action of any 
kind or extent, nor by Government aid, if such aid could be 
expected – neither by these or any other means and appliances 
can a manufacturing system be established in Ireland, nor so 
much as a factory built on firm ground, until the support of a 
numerous and efficient agricultural yeomanry be first secured! 
Good friends! You that are recommending us to encourage 
native manufacture and to form manufacturing associations; 
tradesmen and townsmen of Ireland! Will you cease to follow a 
phantom, and give hand and help to create such a yeomanry? 

My general object, the formation of a new social economy, 
thus resolves itself into the formation of a new agricultural 
system. The principles on which that new system is to be 
founded must either be settled by agreement between the 
landowners and the people, or they must be settled by a 
struggle. What I think those principles ought to be, if they be 
made articles of agreement, as well as the practical mode of 
arriving at and arranging such agreement, I shall take another 
opportunity of stating. 

You, however, my lords and gentlemen, it would appear 
from your present proceedings, have already settled among 
yourselves the entire future economy of your country – 
determined the fortunes and fate of this entire island – disposed 
of the existence of this little people of eight millions. The small 
land-holdings are to be “consolidated” into large farms, the 
small landowners “converted” into “independent labourers”; 
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those labourers are, of course, to be paupers – those paupers to 
be supported by a poor law – that poor law is to be in your hands 
to manage and administer. 

Thus is to be got rid of the surplus of population beyond 
what the landowners require. Meantime, by forcible ejectments, 
forced surrender, and forced emigration, you are effecting the 
process of “conversion” a little too rapidly, perhaps, for steady 
and safe working. 

And so, it seems, you have doomed a people to extinction? 
And decreed to abolish Ireland? The undertaking is a large one. 
Are you sure your strength will bear you through it? Or are you 
sure your strength will not be tested? The settlement you have 
made requires nothing to give it efficacy, except the assent or 
acquiescence of eight millions of people. Will they assent or 
acquiesce? 

Will Ireland, at last, perish like a lamb, and let her blood 
sink in the ground, or will she turn as turns the baited lion? For 
my own part I can pronounce no opinion, and for you, my lords 
and gentlemen, if you have any doubts on the question, I think 
it would be wisdom to pause in your present course of 
proceeding until steps can be taken and measures adopted for 
effecting an accommodation and arrangement between you and 
the present occupiers of the soil, on terms that would preserve 
the rights and promote the interests of each party. 

If you persevere in enforcing a clearance of your lands you 
will force men to weigh your existence, as landowners, against 
the existence of the Irish people. The result of the struggle which 
that question might produce ought, at best, to be a matter of 
doubt in your minds; even though you should be aided, as you 
doubtless would be, by the unanimous and cordial support of 
the people of England, whose respect and esteem for you are so 
well known and loudly attested. 

I have the honour to remain, my lords and gentlemen, your 
humble and obedient servant,  

JAMES F. LALOR. 
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Tenant’s Right and Landlord Law 
TENAKILL, ABBEYLEIX, Saturday, May 8th 

 
“I may be told that this famine is a visitation of Divine Providence, 

but I do not admit that. I fear there is blasphemy in charging on the 
Almighty the result of our own doings…. God’s famine is known by the 
general scarcity of food of which it is the consequence. There is no general 
scarcity, there has been no general scarcity in Ireland, either during the 
present or the past year, except in one solitary species of vegetable. The 
soil has produced its usual tribute for the support of those by whom it 
was cultivated… The vice inherent in our system of social and political 
economy is so settled that it eludes inquiry. You cannot trace it to the 
source. The poor man on whom the coroner holds an inquest has been 
murdered, but no one killed him. Who did it? No one did it. Yet it was 
done.” 

I have just now seen in the Nation of last Saturday, May 1, the 
foregoing extract from the lecture of Dr. Hughes, on the 
“Condition of Ireland.” 

Doctor Hughes does not seem sufficiently to understand 
how the failure of a single root can have produced a famine. 
“The vice of our political and social economy is one that eludes 
inquiry.” But is it, indeed, so obscure? Has it then been able to 
conceal or disguise itself? It must be dragged out. 

In self-defence the question is now forced on us, whether 
there be any particular class or institution specially chargeable? 
It is a question easily answered. Into the more remote causes of 
the famine it is needless now to enquire, but it is easily traced 
back to its immediate origin. 

The facts are few, and are soon told and speedily 
understood, when the conditions of the country it had to act on 
have first been stated. I state them from recollection; I have no 
returns at hand to refer to, but I shall be found generally correct. 

There are in Ireland, or were last year, 231,000 agricultural 
families, comprising 319,000 adult male labourers, depending 
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altogether on wages for subsistence. If I commit any mistake, it 
is that of overstating the number of such families. There was not 
constant employment to be found for those 319,000 men, and the 
rate of wages was very low. 

The labourer, partially employed and poorly paid, was 
unable, on the mere hire of his hands, to feed himself and those 
who looked to him for food. He borrowed for six months (May 
1 to Nov. 1) from some neighbouring farmer the use of a quarter 
of an acre of land. He paid for this six months’ use the sum of £2 
12s 6d. The farmer, however, manured the land; he manured it 
by paring off with the plough a thin layer of surface, which the 
labourer left to dry, made up into heaps, and burned into ashes, 
which he spread over the ground. 

On the land so manured – for in no other mode was it ever 
manured – he planted potatoes, and was able to live; and he did 
live on, from year to year, from youth to grey hair, from father 
to father, in penury and patience. Whether the penury made the 
patience, or the patience made the penury, I stay not to enquire. 
Certain it is that they commonly go together. The details I am 
giving are sufficiently well known here, but I write for England. 
Such as I state him is, or was, the Irish labourer, that 
“independent” labourer, whose free and happy condition is now 
offered and recommended so strongly the small landholder, as 
preferable to his own. 

Last year this man did as usual. He planted his potatoes; 
but when he came to dig them out, there was none to be digged. 
Two hundred and thirty thousand families begun to die of 
hunger; and famine ran wild into fever. 

The cultivated soil of Ireland is distributed, or was last year, 
into about 880,000 landholdings, each occupied by a family. Of 
this number of landholders, 510,000 were in occupation, each of 
farms varying in size from one acre to ten, and none of them 
exceeding that extent. This class of men differed little in the 
appearance, but very much in the reality of circumstance and 
condition, from the class of men labourers. 
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Their circumstances varied with the size of the holding; but 
the lowest family among them stood far above the labourer. 
Their means of subsistence were somewhat greater, their 
securities for subsistence far greater. They did not, as the 
labourers did, commonly starve or suffer hunger through the 
summer months – the famine months, as we call them in this 
country. 

Those of them who held farms of from five to ten acres of 
holding, enjoyed some little share of the comfort of life, which 
the careless and mirthful temperament of Ireland heightened 
into happiness. The men dressed well on Sunday, and the 
women gaily; at least in all parts of the country with which I am 
acquainted. 

The smallest landholders of this class were labourers also – 
labourers with allotments – labourers with assurance against 
positive starvation. Each man had at least a foothold of existence. 
Each man potato-ground at least; a high rent, indeed, but not so 
high as the one-acre rent. Still, however, the lowest grade of 
these men were miserable enough; but not so utterly so as the 
mere labourer. 

Their country had no hope for them, too, while she had 
none for the labourer. To avoid, if I can, confusion or 
complication of statement, I put out of view for the present the 
holdings of size beyond ten acres each, amounting in number to 
about 370,000. But such as I state it was the condition, so far as 
affects the small occupiers I speak of, in which the famine found 
Ireland. 

Two circumstances of this man’s situation, and those not 
unimportant, remain yet, however to be stated, in account for 
the past, and in calculation for the future. One of them is, that he 
held his land by no other assurance, legal or moral, than his 
landlord’s pecuniary personal interest in retaining him as a 
tenant. He had commonly no lease of his holding, or, if he had, 
it was rendered null in effect by numberless circumstances 
which I cannot stop to state. 
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The feelings that exist in England between landlord and 
tenant, coming down from old times, and handed as an heirloom 
from generation to generation – the feeling of family pride, the 
feeling of family attachment, the habit of the house, the fashion 
of the land, the custom of the country, all those things that stand 
for laws, and are stronger than laws – are here unknown; as, 
indeed, they are beginning to decay and die out in England. 

But the working farmer of Ireland, who held his own 
plough and acted as his own labourer, was able to pay a higher 
rent for his land than the farmer of any other class; and hence 
alone he continued to hold it. This was his title of tenure – his 
only title; his security against the grazier and against the 
extensive tillage-farmer; his sole security for leave to live. 

Such is the first circumstance requiring note. The second is 
this: – The occupier I speak of, if his holding was very small, put 
the entire of it in tillage; if large, he put a portion in pasture. In 
either case, his tillage ground was appropriated to two crops – a 
potato crop and a grain crop. He sowed grain for his landlord, 
he planted potatoes for himself. 

The corn paid the rent, the potato fed the tenant. When the 
holding was small, the grain crop was insufficient, alone, to 
balance rent; a portion of potatoes made up the deficiency by 
feeding a hog. When the holding was larger, the grain crop was 
often more than sufficient, with the help of a hog, to clear rent 
and tithe rent, county rate and poor rate. 

In such the cultivator had a small overplus, which he could 
actually dispose of as he liked, and he commonly laid it out in 
the purchase of mere luxuries, such as shoes, wearing apparel, 
and other articles of convenience. So stood the landholders of ten 
acres or under. 

Last year this man did according to custom. He planted 
potatoes for his own support, he sowed corn for his landlord’s 
rent. The potato perished; the landlord took the corn. The tenant-
cultivator paid his rents – was forced to pay them – sold his grain 
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crop to pay them, and had to pray to man as well as to God for 
his daily bread. 

I state general facts; I stop not to count scattered and petty 
exceptions. Who is it says the landlords got no rent last year? 
Bernal Osborne says so; and adds that the conduct of the Irish 
farmers in withholding their rents was most discreditable and 
disgraceful. One hundred voices and pens have said and 
repeated it. 

The landlords are in Parliament and in the “compositor’s 
room”, the tenant-cultivators are not. The lion is no painter. It 
may be so that in districts of Tipperary the tenants, or many of 
them, kept their corn for food – thus paying themselves for their 
labour, capital, and seed, and saving their own lives – instead of 
paying the land rent. 

It may be that in those districts the full rents were not paid; 
it may be that in parts of Galway, Mayo, Cork, and elsewhere 
they could not be paid. The oat crop failed partially, as the potato 
failed wholly; and when these were the crops in the ground the 
landowner, of course, in many cases, lost a portion of his rent, as 
the tenant-cultivator lost his entire provision of food. 

But these exceptions are inefficient against the facts I state. 
I say and I assert that the landowners took entire possession of 
last year’s harvest – of the whole effective sum and substance of 
that harvest. The food for this year’s subsistence, the seed for 
next year’s crop – the landlord took it all. 

He stood to his right and got his rent – and hunger was in 
five hundred thousand houses, pinching dearth in all, deadly 
famine in many. Famine, more or less, was in five hundred 
thousand families; famine, with all its diseases and decay; 
famine, with all its fears and horrors; famine, with all its dreadful 
pains, and more dreadful debility. All pined and wasted, 
sickened and drooped; numbers died – the strong man, the fair 
maiden, the little infant – the landlord got his rent. 

Relief committees were formed and public works set on 
foot. The landowners grew bustling, if not busy, in the work of 
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demanding relief and dispensing it. To the local relief funds very 
many of them, indeed, contributed nothing; but there was others 
who contributed even so large a sum as 000’000 ¼ percent on 
their annual income, and were most properly appreciated and 
praised as beneficent individuals, while several gave a 
percentage of double or thrice that amount – and Ireland rung 
with applause. 

They demanded the Labour Rates Act; called for works 
which would increase the productive powers of the soil; and 
grew clamorous in the expression of pity for their suffering 
countrymen, whom they charged Government with delivering 
up to famine by adopting an erroneous and insufficient system 
of relief. Finally, under the flag of their country they met in the 
Rotunda, and formed an Irish party for the professed object of 
establishing and supporting an Irish party for Irish purposes; 
that is to say, for the purpose of taking care that the pecuniary 
interests of the landowners of Ireland should suffer no 
detriment, more especially by any extension of poor law relief. 
Such is the history of the present famine. Does it furnish or 
suggest an answer to the concluding query of Dr. Hughes? 

But another famine is in preparation, and will surely come, 
no matter for fallacious statements of an increased breadth of 
tillage. The lord of the soil had got his rent, and become a public 
and professed patriot. The cultivator of the soil had lost his 
provision of food, and gone out on the public roads for public 
wages. The preparations for tillage, of course, were neglected. 
The tenant had neither seed nor subsistence; or, if he had any 
small provision of either, he was soon deprived of it by the rules 
of the relief system. 

Whatever seed he might have saved from the landlord; 
whatever little means he possessed for making manure; 
whatever small capital was in his hands to work on with, were 
taken from him by relief committees and relieving officers. The 
law was laid down, and acted on very generally, that no man 
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should obtain either gratuitous relief or public employment until 
he should be first completely pauperised. 

If he had seed corn he should consume it, if he had a cow 
he should sell it – and not a few of them said, as they are still 
saying, “if he had land he should give it up;”, otherwise he could 
have no title to relief. This was to say, they chose rather to 
maintain wholly for ever after the first few months, than to 
maintain partially for those few months; rather to give 
permanent support then temporary aid; rather to create a pauper 
than to assist a struggling worker. 

This was to declare in favour of pauperism, and to vote for 
another famine. I am putting no blame on the parties to this 
proceeding. The reasons for it were plausible in appearance. I 
am merely stating a fact, and charging nothing more than 
mistake. “We must guard against the evils,” said the official 
authorities, “Of indiscriminate relief, and avoid the risk of 
pauperising the feelings of the peasantry, encouraging the spirit 
of dependence, and training them to the trade of beggars.” 

To me it seems it would have been safer to incur the risk of 
pauperising their feelings than the certainty of pauperising their 
means; and better even to take away the will to be independent 
than to take away the power. “When there are such numbers 
utterly destitute,” said the Relief Commission, “why should we 
give a man relief who has a barrel of oats in his possession? It 
would be wasting silver and cheating the poor.” 

What was it to them that the barrel of oats, if kept for seed, 
would have produced 12 barrels at harvest? – A return of 1,200 
per cent on the cost of feeding the man while consuming his poor 
little provision of corn seed. 

The tenant was left without seed or substance. The effect is, 
that the smaller class of holdings remain uncropped and 
untilled, and in many cases abandoned. This class of holdings 
constituted a large portion of the tillage lands of Ireland. The 
largest class of farms are exclusively under grass. The proportion 
of pasture diminishes as the farm grows smaller. 
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The smallest class of holdings are exclusively in tillage; and 
these are not in the usual course of preparation for being 
cropped, but will, to all appearance of evidence, remain waste 
this year. The season is passing. The potato will not be planted 
to any efficient extent. No adequate substitute has been adopted 
or found – no adequate additional quantity of corn crop, or of 
any crop, has been sowed, or is in course of sowing. A famine 
for next year is all but secured. 

Numbers of the small occupiers have abandoned or 
surrendered their holdings. The landowners are assisting the 
natural operation of the famine instead of arresting it – putting 
the tenant out of his foothold of land instead of aiding him to 
retain and cultivate it. In every district the tenantry are being 
evicted in hundreds by legal process, by compelled surrenders, 
by forced sales for trifling sums – the price being very frequently 
paid by a receipt for fictitious or forgotten arrears. 

These men are being converted into “independent 
labourers;” and the number already evicted will form a very 
considerable addition to a class too numerous even now for the 
demands or resources of the country – too many to be absorbed 
– too many to be supported. Another famine comes next year – 
a famine of undiminished powers of destruction to act on 
diminished powers of resource and resistance – a famine of 
equal origin to act on weakened conditions. 

Additional numbers of the small occupiers are thrown out 
of occupation of land – the entire body I am speaking of are 
thrown out. It will not stop short of that, nor stop even there. 
Who can limit such an operation to ten-acre holdings, or limit it 
at all? They lose this land; they acquire, in lieu of it, that valuable 
species of Irish property, “independent labour.” 

Stop one moment to look at the fact. Five hundred 
thousand families added to the two hundred and thirty 
thousand who form the present mass of labour – six hundred 
and seventy thousand adult males converted into “independent 
labourers” – six hundred and seventy thousand hands added to 
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those three hundred and nineteen thousand already so 
successfully engaged in independent labour. 

But surely I overstate. No one will believe this can happen 
until it has actually happened. No one believes in the future  – 
no one sees tomorrow as he sees today. I may not be correct to 
the very last figure, but I am effectively correct. But is it I that say 
this result will come – is it I alone? 

Every speaker in parliament whose words carry weight 
forestates this result, defends, justifies, urges it; and not a voice 
rises to protest against the principle, the feasibility, the 
consequences. It is the policy and purpose of every act that is 
passing through the legislature. “Whereas, it is desirable that the 
conversion of the inferior classes of Irish landholders into 
independent labourers shall take effect as speedily and safely as 
possible, and without serious damage or danger to the English 
interest or the English garrison in Ireland.” I read this as the 
preamble of every Irish act of the session. 

It is assumed and set down that such conversion is to take 
place – not partially neither, but universally. No authority 
assumes, no argument asserts, that the small occupiers are too 
many, and ought to be reduced. The assertion is that the small 
occupier is a man who ought not to be existing.  He ought to be, 
and is to be henceforth, an independent labourer. No cause, 
moreover, is operating against one of the class, that is not 
operating against all. 

But the confiscation will not be limited to ten-acre holdings. 
There are causes in operation will shortly render it impossible 
for tillage land to pay as high a rent as land under grass. Many 
causes – some natural, others artificial – render it impossible to 
produce corn in this country at as low a cost, quality for quality, 
as it can be produced in most others. 

Our corn will soon be undersold in the market by a superior 
article -a result rendered surer and speedier by the present 
increased demand for foreign corn. Shortly, too, the house-
feeding of cattle can no longer be carried on. Even if the repeal 
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of the corn duty should realise the utmost expectations of its 
advocates, and if there should be, consequently, a proportionate 
increase in the demand for beef, mutton, butter, and wool, yet 
the tillage land of Ireland, turned into grass land, will be fully 
adequate to supply that increased demand. 

House-feeding will be unable to compete against grass-
feeding, or to pay for itself. Together with corn, therefore, the 
root crops will no longer be raised; a regular system of active 
cultivation is sustained and supported by corn alone. The 
agriculture that employs and maintains millions will leave the 
land, and an agriculture that employs only thousands will take 
its place. 

Ireland will become a pasture ground once again, as it was 
before, and its agricultural population of tillage farmers and 
labourers will decay and die out by degrees, or vanish and 
become extinct at once; even as heretofore, from the same cause 
in many times and countries, populations as numerous, melting 
away by a rapid mortality, or mouldering out by slow but sure 
decay, have perished and passed away from the earth; for classes 
of people, nor entire populations, nor nations themselves, are 
not fixed or immortal, anymore than the individual men that 
compose them. 

The eight thousand individuals who are owners of Ireland 
by divine right and the grant of God, confirmed (by themselves) 
in sundry successive acts of parliament, have a full view of these 
coming results I have stated, and have distinctly declared their 
intention of serving notice to quit on the people of Ireland. 
Bernal Osborne states that the small landlords are unable (after 
having paid their rents) to support themselves out of the land, and 
that they must be completely got rid of. 

The landowners have adopted the process of depopulating 
the island, and are pressing it forward to their own destruction 
or to ours. They are declaring that they and we can no longer live 
together in this land. They are enforcing self-defence on us. They 
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are, at least, forcing on us the question of submission or 
resistance; and I, for one shall give my vote for resistance. 

Before I examine that question, and state what I conceive to 
be the true grounds, limits, and mode of resistance, I purpose 
making one other and last appeal to the landowners to adopt the 
only course that can now save a struggle. 
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A NATIONAL COUNCIL 

TO THE EDITOR OF THE “NATION”, TENAKILL, ABBEYLEIX, Tuesday, 
25th May 

Sir, – In the leading article of last Saturday’s Nation, it is stated 
that the “Reproductive Committee” has changed its name, 
enlarged its basis, and constituted itself into what the writer 
would seem desirous to consider to be the nucleus of a “National 
Council.” He seems also to attach an importance to the 
transaction, of which, I fear, it is wholly undeserving. 

The Nation gives no report. I have seen none elsewhere of 
the proceedings of the meeting at which the alleged alterations 
were made. I know nothing, therefore, of the name, nature, 
principles, or purpose, of the new association into which the 
committee has resolved itself. I write, consequently, in 
ignorance, and on mere supposition. 

But I know that of necessity it will consist effectively, if not 
avowedly, of landowners only. Its composition and character 
will be determined and limited as strictly by circumstances as 
they could by formal rule of constitution. Originating in Dublin, 
without any virtual constituency throughout the country to 
empower or support, formed by its own private act, not by 
public action, it will never, in public estimation, be anything 
more than an association of landowners, and it will be practical 
wisdom to attempt no revolt against a public decision, and to 
assume no other character or functions than those which general 
opinion will have certainly assigned to it. 

Should it be able to establish and extend itself, a few 
individuals from other classes might doubtless be induced to 
join it – a few mercantile and professional men, tradesmen, and 
tenant-farmers; but never in sufficient number to enable it to 
assume the character, or exercise the functions of a National 
Council. 
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Let it profess to be, what in fact, it is, an association of 
landed proprietors, and pretend to be nothing more. This will be 
its true and most effective policy. But no association of 
landowners, acting alone, can settle a single question of all those 
which are now fermenting in every house and every heart 
throughout the island. Be its objects what they may, the noblest 
or meanest, the greatest or pettiest, not one of them can be 
effected without the assent and aid of those who occupy the soil 
and inhabit the land, and who will continue to be occupiers and 
inhabitants in despite and defiance of open force or covert fraud, 
of avowed enemies or hollow friends. 

If its founders, however, be honest, earnest and capable, 
and should they succeed in obtaining the adhesion of any 
considerable number of the landed proprietors, the nascent 
association may be made to form one component part of a 
National Council, of which the Commons of Ireland – tenant-
farmers and trading classes – would constitute the other portion. 
As the most ready and feasible mode that occurs to me of 
organizing such Council, I beg to present, for consideration and 
correction, the hasty draft of plan which is stated in the following 
suggestions: 

1. That the “Reproductive Committee” do immediately 
constitute itself into an association of landowners, to be 
composed exclusively of Irish landed proprietors. 

2. That should such proposed association of landowners 
become too numerous to act as a deliberative assembly, it 
shall appoint a Managing Committee of one or two 
hundred members, empowered and instructed to assume 
the office of standing, and speaking, and acting, as the 
accredited organ of the landed proprietors in Ireland. 

3. That a tenant-league, or association of tenant-farmers be 
formed with as little delay as possible, in each of the several 
counties of Ireland. 
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4. That every such county league of tenant farmers shall 
appointing a managing committee of not less than five nor 
more than twelve members – the number to be fixed 
according to the extent and population of the county. 

5. That a trade society, for the revival and promotion of Irish 
manufacture, be established in each of the thirty most 
populous cities and towns of the kingdom. 

6. That every such trade society shall appoint a secretary, or a 
president and secretary, or a managing Committee of from 
three to eight members, according to the greater or smaller 
population of the town or city. 

7. That these tenant-league committees, trade committees, 
and trade officers, either under special powers and 
instructions to that effect, if allowed by the Convention Act 
or otherwise, through the concurrence of accidental 
circumstances, or other perfectly legal and moral 
contrivance, shall assemble together in Dublin, to consult 
and determine upon such questions affecting the interests 
of the tenant-farmers and trading classes of Ireland, as may 
be brought before them, and shall, further be empowered 
(or permitted) to treat, confer, and enter into agreement 
with the landowners’ association on all those several 
questions. 

8. That those committees be further vested with full powers 
(or allowed full permission) to hold such conference with 
the landed proprietors in whatever mode may be found 
most eligible and convenient, and to make such agreement 
as aforesaid, in whatever form may be deemed most 
conclusive and satisfactory, and on such guarantees and 
securities as may be considered sufficient. 

This is a very hurried and imperfect sketch of my ideas on the 
mode in which I think a National Council might be constituted, 
such as the people of Ireland would acknowledge and accept in 
that character. 
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The primary proceeding of forming the several tenant-
leagues and trade societies is the only essential portion of the 
plan. There are many modes in which the ulterior proceedings 
might be conducted without violating the Convention Act. If the 
society formed by the “Reproductive Committee” recommend 
and carry out this proceeding, or some analogous proceeding, 
they will have deserved well of their country, saved and 
strengthened their own class, and done a deed in history. 
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LETTER TO JOHN MITCHEL 
TENAKILL, ABBEYLEIX, Tuesday, June 21st, 1847 

DEAR SIR – On receiving yours of Saturday, 19th, I determined 
to go at once to town without waiting for your answer to mine 
of Friday last, which I was aware had been posted too late for 
that evening’s mail. I was four miles from home on my way to 
the coach office yesterday when a mounted servant overtook me 
with your letter of Sunday. 

On reading it I returned home: and if your opinions be 
those of the majority of the acting (I should perhaps say talking) 
members of the Council – as I take for granted they are – I 
scarcely know whether I can call, or consider myself any longer 
a member of the Confederation. Indeed I have little doubt that 
you go farther with me than the great majority.  At least I had 
more dependence on you than on any other of the number – 
always excepting Devin Reilly. But perhaps I was wrong. 

I know them and you by speeches and writing only. But 
men may speak and write forcibly, and yet act very feebly, and 
be very competent to criticise, yet utterly incompetent to 
construct. Ireland’s greatest and last opportunity was in your 
hands – a revolution that would have put your own names in 
the blaze of the sun for ever was in your hands; you have flung 
it away as the cock flung the diamond, useless to him, as the 
crisis was to you. 

Vain to him the flash of the gem he could not polish; vain 
to you were the lightnings of heaven – and the meteors of earth 
which you could or would not kindle and guide. Three letters of 
mine were published. It was the second, not the third I said was 
published in smothering silence. 

The sentence cut out of my last was “formed by and out of 
the same body which had produced the “Irish Party” formed at 
a private and close meeting, without public requisition, 
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consultation, or concurrence” – was this a misstatement or fact? 
No matter. 

I never recognised the landowners as an element or as part 
and portion of the people. I recognised them as “aliens and 
enemies” whom I solicited to join with and become a part of us, 
and of a new Irish nation – as a “foreign garrison” whom I 
required to become a “national guard” before it should be too 
late. 

It is now too late. In two months, at least, we might appeal in 
vain. Let us appeal to them, if you will, during those next two 
months; but let us appeal by the only argument they can 
understand – the argument of acts – the argument of 
PREPARATION. 

In reply to the first letter I ever received from you (March 
9) I wrote to you a hurried note in which I did not precisely state 
my views and principles. But I stated the main principle to Mr. 
D’Arcy McGee in a letter of the same date, which I requested him 
to hand you. Did he do so? I suppose not. At least you appear to 
be under mistakes as to my objects which I cannot permit you to 
retain. 

I have nothing to do with the landlord-and-tenant question, 
as understood. The question of the tenure by which the actual 
cultivator of the soil should hold his land is one for an Irish 
Parliament. My object is to repeal the Conquest – not any part or 
portion but the whole and entire conquest of seven hundred 
years – a thing much more easily done than to repeal the Union. 
That the absolute (allodial) ownership of the lands of Ireland is 
vested of right in the people of Ireland – that they, and none but 
they, are the first landowners and lords paramount as well as the 
lawmakers of this island – that all titles to land are invalid not 
conferred or confirmed by them – and that no man has a right to 
hold one foot of Irish soil otherwise than by grant of tenancy and 
fee from them, and under such conditions as they may annex of 
suit and service, faith and fealty, etc., these are my principles. 
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To such landowners as could be brought to recognise the 
right of the Irish people, and to swear allegiance to this island-
Queen, I would grant new titles. Those who might refuse should 
cease to be landowners or quit this land, and their lands be 
vested in the occupying tenants. 

The mode of argument to be employed in convincing the 
landlords of the truth of the principle I have stated, and of 
persuading them to recognise it (and Independence) is very 
simple. To show them we are owners de jure, we have only to 
prove we are owners de facto. Easily done. 

Our means, whether of moral agitation, military force, or 
moral insurrection, are impotent against the English 
Government, which is beyond our reach; but resistless against 
the English garrison who stand here, scattered and isolated, 
girdled round by a mighty people, whom their leaders alone 
have turned into mean slaves and sneaking beggars. 

Should the landlords be blind to the argument I have 
mentioned, and England come to the relief and rescue of her 
garrison, then of course there should be resistance and defence, 
just of the kind required to drill and discipline, as the hare-
course, short and sharp, trains and tempers and hardens the 
blood-hunter. 

The question of time is everything. I want a prepared, 
organised and resistless revolution. You would only have an 
unprepared, disorderly and vile jacquerie. You plead against 
locking the stable door until the horse has been stolen, or is about 
to be stolen. But the lock and key have yet to be forged. You 
won’t help to forge them. 

But you may possibly overtake us and help to see the door 
locked by others. Good. You throw away the elections too, for 
on no other argument than mine will you get a frieze coat to vote 
for you. Ireland was ready to strip for battle, and none flinched 
but the fire-eaters. I respectfully declined to be proposed as 
member of the “Irish Council.” 
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You won’t help to form tenant-leagues? As a support or 
a check. I want that one guarantee of the good faith of the 
Confederation. Under assurance of support from them I made 
use in my published letters of what must now appear as cowardly 
threats, never meant to be fulfilled. 

I now understand why and how Ireland is a slave. Show 
this to Mr. Duffy, and to Mr. D’Arcy McGee, or to anyone else at 
your own discretion. A few months’ law for the English garrison 
is all Mr. Duffy requires. Egad! – Mr. Duffy was bred 
a townsman! A few months – and the star of Ireland has gone 
down for ever. 

Three-fourths of the tenant-farmers of this country are 
served with ejectment notices, and this year the bailiff follows in 
the track of the reaper. The corn will be seized in the sickle – A 
few months! – Who, what and where is Devin Reilly? He made two 
speeches at the Confederation, which is all I know of him. 

If the man be equal to the speeches – not always the case – 
he ought to be the foremost man in the Confederation. As this 
may be possibly be my last letter to you, I conclude it with some 
pain and regret. Yours truly, 
JAMES F. LALOR 
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TENANT RIGHT MEETING IN 

TIPPERARY 
Mr James. F Lalor was appointed Secretary to the meeting, and 
briefly explained the objects for which it was called. He said 
the principal object for which it was called was to establish in 
Tipperary the tenant right of Ulster – (cheers) – a right which 
declared that any man who obtained possession of land as 
occupying tenant should be understood as having the 
perpetual possession of it so long as he paid the rent – that the 
rent was not to be fixed by competition for the land by the 
landlord or agent, or be regulated by the highest bidding, but 
by the general standard of the country, or by common consent 
or by arbitration, or by some other equally fair and equable 
mode. So long as the rent was paid the tenant right secured the 
tenant against losing possession of his holding. He might sell 
it but could not otherwise lose it while he paid his rent. 
Ejectments were unknown where the tenant right was 
established – the landlord could not make an entry; but if the 
rent fell into arrear he might sell the possession, or tenant right 
in the same way as his own estate might be sold for debt. The 
tenant right gave the tenant as clear a right to the possession of 
his holding, while he met his engagement, as the landlord to 
the fee. The object then of the meeting was to establish the 
tenant right of Ulster in Tipperary, to secure the tenant 
perpetuity in the land and enable him to live as the tenant in 
Ulster lives. He would not detain the meeting longer than with 
these few observations, but would read to them some 
resolutions and allow others to speak. 

LALOR’S RESOLUTIONS 

“That of natural right, on the grant of God, the soil of Ireland 
belongs to the people of Ireland, who have therefore a clear vested right 
of property in the soil to the extent of full, comfortable and secure 
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subsistence therefrom, which never could or can be parted with, pass, or 
perish; and which no power on earth, nor any length of adverse 
possession can take away, annul, bar, or diminish.” 

“That the people of Ireland have for ages been deprived of their 
natural right of property in their own soil, that their right has been in 
practical effect utterly defeated and diverted, and that it now requires to 
be asserted, enforced and established.” 

“That the claim of the occupying tenant of the soil to a full and 
sufficient subsistence out of the crops they have raised, and to a 
sufficiency of seed for next year’s crops, is prior and superior to every 
other claim whatsoever.” 

“That the subsistence of the people of Ireland is in danger, and 
requires to be defended, protected and secured.” 

“That in defence of our rights of life and property and security of 
subsistence, we do hereby resolve to constitute ourselves into a public 
league or association, under the name of the Tipperary Tenant League.” 

The sixth resolution: – 

“That the sole and only title that can be pleaded to any right of 
private property in the substance of the soil is merely and altogether 
conventional, and in order to be valid must be founded on common 
consent and agreement – be created by compact, and conferred or 
confirmed by the will and grant of the people, as defined or declared in 
the form of positive and precise laws; and as it is thus created by the law, 
the law, therefore, may regulate, restrain, limit or qualify it.” 

The eighth resolution: – 

“That the tenant right above referred to is as follows – that is to say, 
that any person or parties now having or holding the actual possession or 
occupation of any portion of the soil of this county, shall be deemed and 
taken to have a permanent and perpetual possession of the same, for and 
during so long as he shall continue to pay such rent as shall be fixed and 
determined by the adjudication and award of sworn arbitrators, or other 
fairly constituted and impartial tribunal, such adjudication and award to 
be made and given on such principles and in such mode as may hereafter 
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be determined by convention and agreement between the landlord and 
occupier.” 

Other resolutions: – 

“That the landlords of this country are hereby requested and called 
on to subscribe to and recognise the tenant right as stated in the terms of 
the previous resolutions, and that all lawful means be used to induce them 
to do so.” 

“That tenant farmers and people throughout the several counties of 
Ireland, are hereby called on to adopt the declaration of tenant right 
contained in the foregoing resolution, and join in covenant and agreement 
with us in asserting and establishing by force of public opinion the right 
and custom therein stated, as the standing law of tenure in Ireland.” 

“That provision be made for organising the league now established 
into divisional or parochial committees.” 

MR LALOR – You see we did not come here to make speeches, 
but to do business. There should be a general committee of 
management to give effect to the resolutions, and a fund formed 
to be placed at the disposal of the committee. But the very first 
thing will be for the committee to endeavour to gain the assent 
of the landlords, for without their assent the object of the whole 
will fall to the ground.” 

At this point a certain Mr. William Connor claimed permission 
to address the meeting. He introduced himself as a worker on 
behalf of the farmers in other counties, and stated that he had 
come from Dublin to attend the meeting. In a long and spirited 
address he dwelt on the relative positions of landlord and 
tenant, arguing that the trump card held by the latter was the 
unfair competition, from which sprang the two great 
grievances – exorbitant rents, and insecurity of tenure. This 
summed up the whole question, he said, and the two remedies 
he proposed were (1) a fair valuation of the land; (2) a 
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perpetuity to the tenant in his farm. He objected to Mr. Lalor’s 
resolutions on the ground of their dubious wording. 

As the resolutions had been carried, Lalor interposed 
with an appeal to the Chairman. Hereupon a lively argument 
ensued, Connor insisting on continuing his speech, Lalor 
denying his claim to take up the time of the meeting by 
lengthy harangues. Connor made use of the phrase: “The 
tenant right is to a great extent a delusion.” To this the 
platform objected, and Connor was not permitted to proceed 
with his speech. Before he was silenced Connor made a 
personal attack on Lalor, saying that he and his father had 
oppressed “their tenantry” (though as a matter of fact they had 
no tenants) and refused to allow him (Connor) to organise 
meetings in their district. The Chairman then intervened and 
Connor retired. 

The meeting closed, Lalor summing up as follows: – 

“We are determined to establish the tenant right of Ulster in this 
county by every means in our power – by all constitutional means – to 
have effect from this day forward: and the several other counties of 
Ireland be called on to adopt similar resolutions that a general and 
powerful effort be made to secure the tenant in the possession of his 
holding. The landlords should be requested to give their assent to the 
tenant right, without which the tenant would never be satisfied or the 
country tranquil. It will be of importance to take measures for the 
immediate organisation of the various divisional committees, to give 
effect to the resolutions passed this day. As a fund to defray expenses will 
also be essential, I move that a fund be raised by voluntary subscriptions.” 

(The motion was adopted.) 
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THE RIGHTS OF IRELAND 
Letter to the Editor of the Irish Felon, June 24th, 1848 

DEAR SIR, – In assenting to aid in the formation and conduct of 
a journal intended to fill the place and take up the mission of The 
United Irishmen, I think it desirable to make a short statement 
of the principles and conditions, public and personal on which 
alone I would desire to be accepted as a partner in this 
undertaking. I think there is none of them to which you will 
object or demur, and that I may already consider them as articles 
of agreement. 

There are some of them which may possibly strike you at 
first as admitting question, or requiring to be qualified; but I am 
convinced you will find our views to be essentially the same, 
although perhaps put into a different dialect and a different form 
of expression. 

And in the first place and prior to everything else I feel 
bound to state that I join you on the clear understanding that I 
am engaging, not in a mercantile concern, nor in any private 
speculation or enterprise whatever, but in a political confederacy 
for a great public purpose. Money must not be admitted among 
our objects or motives; and no money must be made by those, or 
any of those concerned in the conduct of this journal. 

You and I, and each and all of us must determine to leave 
this office as poor as we enter it. This condition is more 
important than may appear on first view; and I believe it 
absolutely requisite to make, and insist on it as a principle of 
action. You may not, and indeed cannot be aware of all its 
necessity, nor of many of the motives and grounds on which I 
desire to have it entered as an article of agreement between 
ourselves, and between us and the public. In a letter intended for 
publication (if you see fit) I do not for the present think proper 
to give any full statement; but in private I feel assured that I shall 
be able to satisfy your mand on the matter. 
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To establish an ordinary newspaper, on the common 
motive of vesting a capital to advantage, is doubtless quite 
legitimate. But to found such a journal as the Felon, on the views 
which you and I entertain, for the mere purpose, in whole or in 
part, of making a fortune or making a farthing, would be a 
felon’s crime indeed, deserving no hero’s doom, lamented death 
or honoured exile, but death on the scaffold, amid the scoff and 
scorn of the world. 

For years we have seen men in Ireland alternately trading 
on the government and trading on the country, and making 
money by both; and you do not imagine, perhaps, to what 
degree the public mind has been affected with a feeling of 
suspicion by the circumstance – a feeling depended, extended 
and justified, by all we see or know of ourselves. 

For, indeed, the craving to get money – the niggard 
reluctance to give money – the coward fear of losing or laying 
out money – is the bad and coarse point that is not apparent in 
the character of all ranks and classes of our people; and I often 
fear it argues and utter absence of all heroism from our national 
temperament, and of all the romantic passions, whether public 
or private. 

In other countries men marry for love; in Ireland they 
marry for money. Elsewhere they serve their country for their 
country’s thanks or their country’s tears – here they do it for their 
country’s money. At this very time, when Ireland, to all 
appearance, is stripping for her last struggle on this side of ages, 
there are, I am convinced, many persons among the middle 
classes who refuse to fall into the national march, or countenance 
the national movement, merely from the hope – in most cases 
vain as it is vile – of obtaining some petty government place; or 
from the fear of losing some beggarly employment or 
emolument; and I know myself in this country many and many 
a sturdy and comfortable farmer who refuses to furnish himself 
with a pike, merely and solely because it would cost him two 
shillings. 
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For ourselves – I say nothing of others – let us aim at better 
rewards than mere money rewards. Better and higher rewards 
has Ireland in her hands. If we succeed, we shall obtain these; 
and if we do not succeed, we shall deserve none. In cases like 
this, the greatest crime that man can commit is the crime of 
failure. I an convinced it has become essential to our fame and 
our effectiveness – to the success of our cause and the character 
of our country, to keep clear and secure ourselves from the 
suspicion, that our only object may benothing more than a long 
and lucrative agitation. 

The Confederation pledged its members to accept no office 
or place of profit from an English government. That pledge was 
efficient, perhaps, for its own professed purposes, but not for 
others – for an “agitation” has places and profits of its own to 
bestow. Let them say of us whatever they will – let them call us 
felons, and treat us as such, but let them not, at least, have the 
power to call us swindlers. We may be famous; let us not become 
infamous. 

For the proprietors of this paper, let their capital be 
replaced, but nothing more. For the conductors and 
contributors, let their entire expenses be defrayed, if you will, on 
the most liberal estimate, but nothing more. If any surplus 
remains, large or little, it is required in support and aid of our 
general objects, and to that purpose I am clearly of opinion it 
ought to be devoted. It is perfectly plain to me that a newspaper 
cannot of itself achieve these objects, any more than a battery can 
carry a camp or a fortress. 

A public journal is indeed, indispensable; but it is chiefly in 
order to cover and protect other operations, and those 
operations must be paid for. For they will not pay for 
themselves. A public fund is wanted – a large one is wanted – it 
is wanted immediately; and we have no present mode of 
forming one, except of throwing into it the whole surplus profits 
of the Felon. 
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But some of us may have families – we may perish in this 
enterprise – and what of them? Leave them to God and to 
Ireland; or if you fear to trust either, then stay at home and let 
others do the work. 

For these and other still more important reasons, needless 
to be stated as yet, I certainly could have wished that this journal 
had been established on a subscribed capital, and the effective 
ownership vested in a joint-stock company, of say eight hundred 
or a thousand proprietors. What is there to hinder that this 
arrangement should be made even now? It would contain 
securities, and create powers, which no other could offer or 
pretend to. 

There are, indeed, some practical difficulties in the way, but 
they might easily, I think, be overcome. Whether any such 
arrangement be adopted or not, I believe, however, that I am 
fully warranted in desiring – and I think our own true interest 
and honour concur in demanding that – the Felon office shall not 
be a commercial establishment, but organised and animated as 
a great political association. 

And, for my part, I enter it with the hope and determination 
to make it an armed post, a fortress for freedom to be, perhaps, 
taken and retaken again, and yet again; but never to surrender, 
nor stoop its flag, till that flag shall float over a liberated nation. 
Without agreement as to our objects we can not agree on the 
course we should follow. It is requisite the paper should have 
but one purpose; and the public should understand what that 
purpose is. Mine is to not repeal the Union, or restore Eighty-
Two. This is not the year ’82 this is the year ’48. For repeal I never 
went into “Agitation” and will not got into insurrection. On that 
question I refuse to arm, or to act in any mode; and the country 
refuses. 

O’Connell made no mistake when he pronounced it not 
worth the price of one drop of blood; and for myself, I regret it 
was not left in the hands of Conciliation Hall, whose lawful 
property it was and is. Moral force and Repeal, the means and 
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the purpose, were just fitted to each other – Arcades ambo, balmy 
Arcadians both. 

When the means were limited, it was only proper and 
necessary to limit the purpose. When the means were enlarged, 
that purpose ought to have been enlarged also. Repeal, in its 
vulgar meaning, I look on as utterly impracticable by any mode 
of action whatever; and the constitution of ’82 was absurd, 
worthless, and worse than worthless. 

The English government will never concede or surrender 
to any species of moral force whatsoever; and the country-
peasantry will never arm and fight for it – neither will I. If I am 
to stake life and fame it must assuredly be for something better 
and greater, more likely to last, more likely to succeed, and better 
worth success. And a strong passion, a higher purpose, a nobler 
and more needful enterprise is fermenting the hearts of the 
people. 

A mightier question moves Ireland today than that of 
merely repealing the Act of Union. Not the constitution that 
Wolfe Tone died to abolish, but the constitution that Tone died 
to obtain – independence; full and absolute independence for 
this island, and for every man within this island. Into no 
movement that would leave an enemy’s garrison in possession 
of all our lands, masters of our liberties, our lives, and all our 
means of life and happiness – into no so much movement will a 
single man of the greycoats enter with an armed hand, whatever 
the town population may do. 

On a wider fighting field, with stronger positions and 
greater resources than are afforded by the paltry question of 
Repeal, must we close for our final struggle with England, or 
sink and surrender. 

Ireland her own – Ireland her own, and all therein, from the 
sod to the sky. The soil of Ireland for the people of Ireland, to 
have and hold from God alone who gave it – to have and to hold 
to them and their heirs for ever, without suit or service, faith or 
fealty, rent or render, to without any power under Heaven. From 
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a worse bondage than the bondage of any foreign government – 
from a dominion more grievous and grinding than the dominion 
of England in its worst days – from the cruellest tyranny that 
ever yet held its vulture clutch on the body and soul of a country 
– from the robber rights and robber rule that have turned us into 
slaves and beggars in the land which God gave us for ours – 
Deliverance, oh Lord, Deliverance or death – Deliverance, or this 
island a desert. 

This is the one prayer, and terrible need, and real passion 
of Ireland today, as it has been for ages. Now, at last it begins to 
shape into defined and desperate purpose; and into it all meaner 
and smaller purposes must settle and merge. It might have been 
kept in abeyance, and away from the sight of the sun – aye, even 
till this old native race had been finally conquered out and 
extinguished, sub silentio, without noise or notice. 

But once propounded and proclaimed as a principle, not in 
the dust of remote country districts, but loudly and proudly in 
the tribunes of the capital, it must now be accepted and declared 
as the first and main Article of Association in the National 
Covenant of organised defence and armed resistance; as the 
principle to take ground, and stand, and fight upon. 

When a greater and more ennobling enterprise is on foot, 
every inferior and feebler project or proceeding will soon be left 
in the hands of old women, of dastards, imposters, swindlers 
and imbeciles. All the strength and manhood of the island – all 
the courage, energies, and ambition – all the passion, heroism 
and chivalry – all the strong men and the strong minds – all those 
things that make revolutions will quickly desert it, and throw 
themselves into that great movement, throng into the larger and 
loftier undertaking, and flock round the banner that flies nearest 
the sky. 

There go the young, the gallant, the gifted, and the daring; 
and there, too, go the wise. For wisdom knows that in national 
action littleness is more fatal than the wildest rashness; the 
greatness of object is essential to greatness of effort, strength and 
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success; that a revolution ought never to take its stand on low or 
narrow ground, but seize on the broadest and highest ground it 
can lay hands on; and that a petty enterprise seldom succeeds. 
Had America aimed or declared for less than independence, she 
would, probably, have failed, and been a fettered slave today. 

Not to repeal the Union, then, but the conquest – not to 
disturb or dismantle the empire, but to abolish it totally forever 
– not to fall back on ’82, but act up to ’48 – not to resume or 
restore an old constitution, but found a new nation and raise up 
a free people, and strong as well as free, and secure as well as 
strong, based on a peasantry rooted like rocks in the soil of the 
land – this is my object, as I hope it is yours; and this, you may 
be assured, is the easier as it is the nobler and the more pressing 
enterprise. 

For Repeal, all the moral means at our disposal have in 
turns been used, abused and abandoned. All the military means 
it can command will fail as utterly. Compare the two questions. 
Repeal would require a national organization; a central 
representative authority, formally elected; a regular army, a 
regulated war of concentrated action and combined movement. 

What shall we have them? Where is your National Council 
of Three Hundred? Where is your National Council of Three 
Hundred Thousand? On Repeal, Ireland, of necessity, should 
resolve and act by the kingdom, all together, linked and led; and 
if beaten in the kingdom there would be nothing to fall back 
upon. 

She could not possibly act by parishes. To club and arm 
would not be enough, or rather it would be nothing; and for 
Repeal alone Ireland will neither club nor arm. The towns only 
will do so. A Repeal-war would probably be the fight and defeat 
of a single field-day; or if protracted, it would be a mere game of 
chess – and England, be assured, would beat you in the game of 
chess. 

On the other question all circumstances differ, as I could 
easily show you. But I have gone into this portion of the subject 
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prematurely and unawares, and here I stop – being reluctant, 
besides, to trespass too long on the time of her Majesty’s legal 
and military advisers. 

The principle I state, and mean to stand upon is this, that 
the entire ownership of Ireland, moral and material, up to the 
sun and down to the centre, is vested of right in the people of 
Ireland; that they, and none but they are the land-owners and 
law-makers of this island; that all laws are null and void not 
made by them, and all titles to land invalid not conferred or 
confirmed by them; and that this full right of ownership may 
and ought to be asserted and enforced by any and all means 
which God has put in the power of man. 

In other, if not plainer words, I hold and maintain that the 
entire soil of a country belongs of right to the entire people of 
that country, and is the rightful property, not of any one class, 
but of the nation at large, in full effective possession, to let to 
whom they will, on whatever tenures, terms, rents, services and 
conditions they will; one condition, however being unavoidable 
and essential, the condition that the tenant shall  bear full, true 
and undivided fealty and allegiance to the nation, and the laws 
of the nation, whose land he holds, and own no allegiance 
whatsoever to any prince, power or people, or any obligation of 
obedience or respect to their will, orders or laws. 

I hold further, and firmly believe, that the enjoyment by the 
people of this right of first ownership in the soil, is essential to 
the vigour and vitality of all other rights; to their validity, their 
efficacy, and value; to their secure possession and safe exercise. 
For let no people deceive themselves, or be deceived by the 
words and colours, and phrases, and form of a mock freedom, 
by constitutions and charters, and articles and franchises. 

These things are paper and parchment, waste and 
worthless. Let laws and institutions say what they will, this fact 
will be stronger than all laws, and prevail against them – the fact 
that those who own your lands will make your laws, and 
command your liberties and your lives. But this is tyranny and 
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slavery; tyranny in its widest scope and worst shape; slavery of 
body and soul, from the cradle to the coffin – slavery with all its 
horrors, and with none of its physical comforts and security; 
even as it is in Ireland, where the whole community is made up 
of tyrants, slaves, and slave-drivers. 

A people whose lands and lives are thus in the keeping and 
custody of others, instead of in their own, are not in a position of 
common safety. The Irish famine of ’46 is example and proof. 
The corn crops were sufficient to feed the island. But the 
landlords would have their rents, in spite of famine and defiance 
of fever. 

They took the whole harvest and left hunger to those who 
raised it. Had the people of Ireland been the landlords of Ireland, 
not a human creature would have died of hunger, nor the failure 
of the potato been considered a matter of any consequence. 

This principle, then, that the property and possession of 
land, as well as the powers of legislation, belong of right to 
people who live in the land and under the law – do you assent 
to it in its full integrity, and to the present necessity of enforcing 
it? Your reason may assent, yet your feelings refuse and revolt – 
or those of others at least may do so. Mercy is for the merciful; 
and you may think it pity to oust and abolish the present noble 
race of land-owners, who have ever been pitiful and 
compassionate themselves. 

What! Is your sympathy for a class so great, and your 
sympathy for a whole people so small. For those same land-
owners are now treading out the very life and existence of an 
entire people, and trampling down the liberties and hopes of this 
island for ever. It is a mere question between a people and a class 
– between a people of eight millions and a class of eight 
thousand. 

They or we must quit this island. It is a people to be saved 
or lost – it is the island to be kept or surrendered. They have 
served us with a general writ of ejectment. Wherefore, I say, let 
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them get a notice to quit at once; or we shall oust possession 
under the law of nature. 

There are men who claim protection for them, and for all 
their tyrannous rights and powers, being as “one class of the 
Irish people.” I deny the claim. They form no class of the Irish 
people, or any other people. Strangers they are in this land they 
call theirs – strangers here and strangers everywhere, owning no 
country and owned by none; rejecting Ireland, and rejected by 
England; tyrants to this island, and slaves to another; here they 
stand hating and hated – their hand ever against us, as ours 
against them, an outcast and ruffianly horde, alone in this world, 
and alone in its history, a class by themselves. 

They do not now, and never did belong to this island. 
Tyrants and traitors have they ever been to us and ours since 
first they set foot on our soil. Their crime it is and not England’s 
that Ireland stands where she does today – or rather it is our own 
that have borne them so long. 

Were they a class of the Irish people the Union could be 
repealed without a life lost. Had they been a class of the Irish 
people that Union would have never been. But for them we 
would now be free, prosperous and happy. Until they be 
removed no people can ever take root, grow up and flourish 
here. The question between them and us must sooner or later 
have been brought to a deadly issue. 

For heaven’s sake, and for Ireland’s let us settle it now, and 
not leave it to our children to settle. Indeed it must be settled now 
– for it is plain to any ordinary sight that they or we are doomed. 
A cry has gone up to heaven for the living and the dead – to save 
the living, and avenge the dead. 

There are, however, many landlords, perhaps, and 
certainly a few, not fairly chargeable with the crimes of their 
orders; and you may think it hard they should lose their lands. 
But recollect the principle I assert would make Ireland, in fact as 
she is of right, mistress and queen of all those lands; that she, 
poor lady, had ever a soft heart and grateful disposition; and that 
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she may, if she please, in reward of allegiance, confer new titles 
or confirm the old. Let us crown her a queen; and then – let her 
do with her lands as a queen may do. 

In the case of any existing interest, of what nature soever, I 
feel assured that no question but one would need to be 
answered. Does the owner of that interest assent to swear 
allegiance to the people of Ireland, and to hold in fee from the 
Irish nation? If he assent he may be assured he will suffer no loss. 
No eventual or permanent loss I mean; for some temporary loss 
he must assuredly suffer. 

But such loss would be incidental and inevitable to any 
armed insurrection whatever, no matter on what principle the 
right of resistance be resorted to. If he refuses, then I say – away 
with him – out of this land with him – himself and all his robber 
rights, and all the things himself and his rights have brought into 
our island – blood and tears, and famine, and the fever that goes 
with famine. 

Between the relative merits and importance of the two 
rights, the people’s right to the land, and their right to 
legislation, I do not mean or wish to institute any comparison. I 
am far, indeed, from desirous to put the two rights in 
competition or contrast, for I consider each alike as the natural 
complement of the other, necessary to its theoretical 
completeness and practical efficacy. 

But considering them for a moment as distinct, I do mean 
to assert this – that the land question contains, and the legislative 
question does not contain, the materials from which victory is 
manufactured; and that, therefore, if we be truly in earnest, and 
determined on success, it is on the former question, and not on 
the latter, we must take our stand, fling out our banner, and hurl 
down to England our gage of battle. Victory follows that banner 
alone – that, and no other. 

This island is ours, and have it we will, if the leaders be but 
true to the people, and the people be true to themselves. 
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The rights of property may be pleaded. No one has a higher 
respect for the real rights of property than I have; but I do not 
class among them the robber’s right, by which the lands of this 
country are now held in fee from the British crown. I 
acknowledge no right of property in a small class which goes to 
abrogate the rights of a numerous people. I acknowledge no 
right of property in eight thousand persons, be they noble or 
ignoble, which takes away all rights of property, security, 
independence, and existence itself, from a population of eight 
millions, and stands in bar to all the political rights of the island, 
and all the social rights of its inhabitants. 

I acknowledge no right of property which takes the food of 
millions, and gives them a famine – which denies to the peasant 
the right of a home, and concedes, in exchange, the right of a 
workhouse. I deny and challenge all such rights, howsoever 
founded or enforced. I challenge them, as founded only on the 
code of the brigand, and enforced only by the sanction of the 
hangman. 

Against them I assert the true and indefeasible right of 
property – the right of our people to live in it in comfort, security, 
and independence, and to live in it by their own labour, on their 
own land, as God and nature meant them to do. Against them I 
shall array, if I can, all the forces that yet remain in this island. 
And against them I am determined to make war, – and to their 
destruction or my own. 

These are my principles and views. I shall have other 
opportunities to develop and defend them. I have some few 
other requisitions to make, but I choose to defer them for other 
reasons besides want of time and space. Our first business, 
before we can advance a step, is to fix our own footing and make 
good our position. That once done, this contest must, if possible, 
be brought to a speedy close. 
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TO THE CONFEDERATE AND 

REPEAL CLUBS OF IRELAND 
(The Irish Felon, No. 2) 

The paper that follows was written in the last week of January, 
1847 – just one year and five months ago – and was forwarded 
to one of the leading members of the Confederation, for private 
circulation among the council of that body. I now address it to 
you just as it was written, except that I have made one or two 
verbal alterations, and omitted one sentence. It might possibly 
be better to revise and re-write it altogether, in order to adapt it 
more closely to the change of date, and to present conditions. But 
even were I to do this there would be little to alter; and I have 
reasons for preferring to publish it just as it stands. 

It requires to be recollected that I was addressing a 
particular and picked audience, and was consequently entitled 
to assume things which it would be necessary to prove in 
addressing the general public. I assume, for example, that 
“moral means” alone are incompetent to achieve Repeal, 
because I believed that this was admitted by those I wrote for. 

I see no reason to prevent me mentioning that in about a 
month from the date and delivery of my paper, I received a letter 
from John Mitchel, stating that on perusal and consideration of 
its contents, he had fully adopted my views, and that he meant 
to act on them so soon as occasion should fit and serve. 

It is scarcely necessary to state that the measure I wish to 
have substituted for a simple Repeal of the Union was absolute 
independence, with abolition of the tenures by which the lands 
of this country are now holden in fee for the British crown. 

It will be seen that the present paper was to have been 
followed by a second. That second was written; but it assumed 
the form of a private correspondence, addresses to several 
members of the Confederation, and to others – the greater 
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portion of it to John Mitchel, between whom and myself there 
was from the first an almost perfect agreement. May his fetter 
weight light, and his spirit live among us! 

JANUARY 25, 1847 

In putting on paper the following ideas on the course of action 
which the Irish Confederation ought to take – as I am convinced 
it must soon and speedily fix on that course, in some more 
determinate shape and precise terms than it has yet thought fit 
to adopt – I wish it to be understood and apparent that I do not 
mean, and have not time to draw out anything that can purport 
to be a perfect and complete statement of my views on the 
subject, and still less to exhibit in detail the principles on which 
they are based, or the argument in support of them. 

My sole wish or intention is to suggest. Any attempt to 
convert or convince would be useless. Individuals are never 
converted; they must convert themselves. Men are moved only 
in masses; and it is easier to convert a million of men than a 
single man. But neither is the attempt necessary. To you, or any 
other of those for whom this paper in intended, the end of the 
clue line is enough. You will be able, if you chose, to follow it out 
yourself. To lead on link by link would be needless and absurd. 

To any one who considers their speeches, resolutions and 
proceedings, it will, I think, appear manifest and marked, as it 
does to me, that the “seceders” have gone into organised action 
upon mere vague impulse and general feeling; with their objects 
undefined, their principles unsettled, their course unmarked; 
without any determinate plan, or consequently any fixed 
purpose; for no purpose can long remained fixed, but must ever 
be veering and wavering, without a plan to guide, control and 
sustain it; and a purpose without a plan to confine and confirm 
it, is no purpose at all. 

Such a plan, too, is wanting as a warrant and guarantee, to 
yourselves and to others that your object is feasible, and your 
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means adequate; that you have gauged your enterprise, and 
measured your means; and that the work you call upon us to do 
will not be wasted. There are few worse things, even in the ethics 
or economy of private life, than labour mis-directed; but what 
should be said of those who would, for want of a full and exact 
survey and calculation, mislead, and exhaust the labour and 
means and strength of a people. 

It is not principles alone, however pure, nor purposes the 
highest and noblest, that ever command success; and few will be 
willing to go into a ship without chart or compass, even though 
it steer its course by the stars of heaven. 

Assuming therefore, as I have a clear right to assume, that the 
leading members of the Confederation, or a certain number of 
them, cannot long defer coming to some agreement among 
themselves as to what their objects are to be; and that some surer 
and better defined plan for attaining those objects must be laid 
down and adopted than “sixty member reading-rooms, and 
rose-water,” – I proceed to submit the following considerations: 
– 

1. Repeal, as commonly understood, taken by itself and 
STANDING ALONE, on its own merits and means, is an 
impracticable absurdity. Impracticable, because it cannot 
be effected except by means which would dissolve the 
connection altogether, any means that can be used being 
either too feeble or too strong – either inadequate or 
incompatible. Absurd, because both common sense and 
history concur in telling us that the resulting arrangement 
could not possibly endure or be endured. 

2. It is impracticable. It does not contain, nor can it command 
the means of possible success. It has no force to call into 
action on which it can rely, whether moral, military or 
mixed. Its moral means acting in the mode admitted by the 
constitution, and within the limits allowed by law, are 
wholly incompetent; and such as they are in Mr. 
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O’Connell’s possession, to be used, abused, or not used at 
all. 

3. That these means are incompetent, I could easily show; but 
surely it is unnecessary. The fact of incompetency will, I 
think, at once be recognised; or if any one denies it, I require 
of him to state, in positive and precise terms, the mode of 
action in which those means can be made effective. The 
complete and ridiculous failure of every such attempt 
ought to be evidence sufficient on this point. The fact briefly 
stated is this – that a “moral agitation” exhausts its whole 
power – its power of influencing opinion, and of producing 
danger, damage, and inconvenience – it exhausts this 
power on the country in which it takes place. It was not 
England, but Ireland itself that suffered evil and injury by 
our “glorious agitations” and “gorgeous ethic 
experiments.” The most powerful moral agitation that 
could be “got up” in Ireland would not act upon London. 
If “Emancipation” be quoted, I can prove the quotation 
false in application to the present case. 

4. But it is no less certain that those means, whether efficient 
or impotent, are, in full effect, the property of Mr. 
O’Connell. What may possibly have been the hasty and 
premature protest of the seceders against the Repeal 
question, has forced him to adopt the policy of not giving it 
up in terms. I attach no blame to the seceders for this 
somewhat precipitate proceeding. But the effect is that 
Repeal, in its constitutional shape, remains still his private 
property, in full, effective possession, to manage or 
mismanage to make much or little of, to sell or suspend, 
surrender or exchange as best he can. The mass of the 
people can neither estimate nor understand the points in 
dispute, nor the reasons for secession; and can never be 
brought to join what could so easily be represented as an 
antagonistic and hostile movement. If any member of 
council doubts this opinion, I challenge him to test it. 
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5. The use of military means, if you had them, would be more 
than adequate. Those means would do more than repeal 
the Union; nor could they be limited to any such result. This 
might be no objection; and I mention the fact here, not as an 
objection, but for another and different reason, which I 
need not state as yet. But in truth on this question you 
possess no such means nor can you command or create 
them; neither, if you had them, could you employ them 
with success. 

6. You possess no military means. Repeal is not an armed 
man, but a naked beggar. You fail in finding the first and 
fundamental element of military force – you fail in finding 
men. The only martial population that Ireland possesses – 
the small farmers and labourers – will never wield a 
weapon in favour of Repeal. This might be enough to say; 
but the full and entire fact ought to be told, that you can 
never count again on the support of the country peasantry 
in any shape or degree, on the question of Repeal. Their 
interest in it was never ardent; nor was it native or 
spontaneous, but forced, and fictitious. Such as it was, it is 
now extinct, and can never be re-created. The small 
farmers, more especially, are weary and heart-sick of 
Repeal, as well as of agitation – that agitation which has 
been called a bloodless one, but which to them was not 
bloodless. You have with you on Repeal – provided you can 
take them from Mr. O’Connell – the town population of 
three provinces, and a portion of that of Ulster. Such and 
more is the real amount of your force. This statement may 
be disagreeable, and disagreeable statements are not easily 
believed. But you may trust in its truth, and it requires to 
be made. No error could be more fatal than a false estimate 
of your force. But, be this true or false in reference to moral 
means, you can never make Repeal a military question. You 
are without an army – I need not ask where is your arsenal? 
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7. But even had you those means or if you could create them 
– if you had at command the whole military power of the 
people and the full means of a popular armament, I say you 
cannot use them to effect on the question of Repeal. To 
make it successful, your fight must be a defensive one. The 
force of England is entrenched and fortified. You must 
draw it out of position; break up its mass; break its trained 
line of march and manoeuvre, its equal step and serried 
array. You cannot organize, or train, or discipline your own 
force to any point of efficiency. You must therefore 
disorganize, and untrain, and undiscipline that of the 
enemy, and not alone must you unsoldier, you must 
unofficer it also; nullify its tactique and strategy, as well as 
its discipline; decompose the science and system of war, 
and resolve them into their first elements. You must make 
the hostile army a mob, as your own will be; force it to act 
on the offensive, and oblige it to undertake operations for 
which it was never constructed. Nothing of all this could 
you do on Repeal. A Repeal-war should, of necessity, be an 
aggressive one on your part. You must be the attacking 
party. On all the questions involved in Repeal, England is 
in occupation of the disputed points; and you must assail 
them. You must send your forces against armed positions, 
marshal your men for a stricken field, and full in its front, 
meet England’s might in unbroken mass on its ordered 
march. But further and finally, you must get time and 
licence for preparing, enlisting, organizing, drilling. A 
REPEAL-war would have to be prepared in presence of the 
enemy. Need I point out to “Ulster on your flank?” Enough 
of this, and far more was needed. I doubt if a single man 
ever held the belief, full and firm, that Ireland could at any 
time be brought to buckle a belt and march out for Repeal. 
The tone and topics adopted by the Nation in ’43 and ’44 I 
never attributed to anything but this – that a “glorious 
agitation” affords no poetry,” while insurrection does. It 
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was the mere craving of genius for a magnificent subject, 
instead of a mean one. 

8. There is yet another class of means and mode of force better 
founded in moral right, and more efficient in action, than 
either agitation or military insurrection. I can find no fit and 
defining name for it on the spur of the moment. Its theory 
may briefly be stated as founded on the principle of natural 
law – a principle beyond dispute, denial, or doubt: – 

9. That no man has any right to assume or claim any species 
of authority or jurisdiction whatsoever over any other man, 
against the will, or without the consent of that other. 

10. That should he attempt to exercise such assumed 
authority over another man without his consent, that other 
is not bound to obey. 

11. And that, should he take proceedings for enforcing 
obedience, such proceeding may be lawfully, and ought to 
be, resisted by any and every means and mode of force 
whatsoever. 

This is the rigid expression of the principle, in its first form; and 
this principle, so expressed, is the nucleus round which a nation 
gathers and grows. Enlarged into size and expanded into shape 
sufficient to give ground for a people to stand on, and to fit for 
operation, the principle I state is this – that every distinct 
community or nation of men is owner of itself; and can never of 
right be bound to submit to be governed by another people. 

Its practical assertion forms the third mode of action which 
this country might have recourse to; and consists: – 

1. In refusal of obedience to usurped authority. 
2. In maintaining and defending such refusal of obedience. 
3. In resisting every attempt to exercise such usurped 

authority, and every proceeding adopted to enforce 
obedience. 
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4. In taking quiet and peaceable possession of all the rights, 
and powers of government, and in proceeding quietly to 
exercise them. 

5. In maintaining and defending the exercise of such rights 
and powers, should it be attacked. 

6. I have just thought of a name for this system of means, and 
for want of a better, I may call it moral insurrection. The 
difference between it and true military insurrection 
amounts to nothing more in practical effect than the 
difference between the defensive and the aggressive use of 
physical force – a difference, however, which is often 
important, whether as regards moral right or mechanical 
efficacy. 

7. As an instrument for effecting Repeal this class of means is 
liable to the fatal objection stated against the preceding 
class. The right of moral insurrection is worthless without 
a military force to sustain it, and unless you be prepared 
and willing to use that force. On the question of Repeal, you 
have no so such force. That question is far too away from 
the hearts of the peasantry. They do not feel, and scarcely 
understand it. They may be brought to see its light, but 
never to feel its heat. Other circumstances, too, render the 
right not available in favour of Repeal. You never could 
organise such an insurrection on that question. The 
practical assertion of the right consists of two parts: – 

8. Abolition of British government. 
9. Formation of a national one. 
10. How would you proceed to accomplish the former? 

By a general refusal to obey the entire existing law? 
Impossible. You could not do this even mentally to your 
own satisfaction; much less could you do it in actual fact. 
Or by selecting, and seizing some one particular law to take 
your stand on, trample down and nullify? What law? The 
law you select for assailing must have four requisites: – 
First, it must form no part of the moral code; second, it must 
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be essential to government – a part of its substance not a 
mere accident – one the abrogation of which would be an 
abrogation of sovereignty; third, it must be one easily 
disobeyed; and fourth, difficult to enforce; in other words, 
a law that would help to repeal itself. There is no such to 
serve the purpose of Repeal. In Ireland, unluckily, there is 
no direct and general state-tax, payment of which might be 
refused and resisted. 

11. The second component part of the system – formation 
of a national government – is rendered impossible by the 
fact that the owners of the soil are not on your side, and are 
not Irish, but English all, in blood and feeling. 

12. If those men could now at length be brought to adopt 
and acknowledge Ireland as their mother-country, and to 
give you their adhesion and support, this latter mode of 
moral insurrection might be put in action with success. To 
try the experiment of inducing them to do so seems to be 
the present police and forlorn hope of the Confederation 
and the Nation. I am quite willing to join in trying that 
experiment, PROVIDED it be based and conducted on the 
condition that the commons of Ireland, as well as its nobles, 
be consulted and cared for – that the land-owners will 
consent to take the land-holders into council – to admit 
them as portion of the “Irish party” – making of that 
“party” a great national league – and finally, to frame and 
subscribe terms of accommodation and amnesty for the 
past, and articles of agreement for the future, between 
themselves and the tenants of the soil – one of those articles 
to be security of tenure in some effective shape or other, to 
the present occupiers of the land. On this basis, and on no 
other, would I be willing to try this experiment; but not to 
make it a “life’s labour.” Until the – day of – I am willing to 
try it – no longer. 

13. But the success of that experiment is scarce to be 
hoped, especially now that the famine has been recognised 
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as an “Imperial calamity” – and the policy of the 
Confederation contains apparently no dernier resort – nor 
its proceedings any preparations for having any recourse to 
it. The policy I wish, and mean to press on your attention, 
does contain such dernier resort; and the course of 
proceeding I would fain have the Confederation adopt 
contains, and comprises within it, the preparatory 
movement. 

14. Repeal is not alone impracticable – as commonly 
understood, a simple repeal of the act of Union – it is an 
absurdity. The resulting connection and state of things 
could neither endure nor be endured. Reflection tells us so 
– history agrees. Two independent co-equal, and sovereign 
legislatures, forming one state under own crown, is an 
arrangement repugnant alike to common sense and 
experience. Reason repudiates, and history never heard of 
it. Two wheels in the same machine, of equal power, 
independent, unconnected, and not under control of the 
same prime mover, would be a better arrangement. 
Inanimate wheels perchance, might work together but 
under the action of human interests and passions, separate 
sovereign legislatures never could. The examples quoted in 
favour of such an arrangement are beneath being urged, 
and beneath being answered. Between Sweden and 
Norway it may possibly subsist, for aught I know; and it 
may continue to subsist, for aught I know; and it may 
continue to subsist, so long as the pulse of those countries 
continue to beat twenty per minute, and their blood 
remains at twenty degrees Fahrenheit. But when their 
atmosphere begins to beat up, and their blood to thaw and 
flow -when they shall have got a Times in Sweden, and a 
Nation in Norway – then will the two wheels begin to crash 
– stop the machine, or shiver it to atoms. It subsisted 
between England and Ireland for eighteen years. But 
eighteen years is less in the life-time of a nation than an 
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hour in the life of man; and as well might you urge that two 
quarrelsome men, ill-affected to each other, might safely 
and reasonably enter into partnership for life, because they 
had made shift to pass an hour together, without knocking 
each other down. And this, too, was the very form of 
connection which TONE and LORD EDWARD died to 
repeal – as well as many others beside, whose epitaph has 
now at last been written, since the “better times” came; that 
epitaph, being short, sublime, and consoling – and 
encouraging too – such as Ireland awards to her dead – “a 
gang of miscreants.” 

15. No mode of connection between the kingdom could 
be solid, desirable, or lasting, except a federal union, such 
as that existing between New York and Pennsylvania. But 
a federal union must be the result of negotiation, and 
agreement between the federating parties. I deny the 
competency of the Imperial (British) parliament to frame 
the act, or make the terms of federation. But in order to 
negotiate, the parties must stand on equal terms, and each 
be independent of the other. Independence, therefore, full 
and entire independence, is a necessary preliminary to any 
permanent, or satisfactory arrangement with Britain. The 
steps are – independence, negotiation, and federal 
union.  What the terms should be I will not state – I dislike 
needless theorising. 

16. Do not suppose I am insisting on useless forms. My 
object is very different. I think every one should familiarize 
his mind to the foregoing proceeding; for such is the 
proceeding, or one analogous, which must eventually be 
adopted. You will NEVER, in form of law, repeal the Act of 
Union. Never, while the sun sits in heaven, and the laws of 
nature are in action. Never, before night goes down on the 
last day. 
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17. But a declaration of independence is yet far away – at 
least in the distance that is measured by events, if not in the 
distance that is measured by days. I return to Repeal. 

18. I sum up by again asserting that Repeal is destitute of 
all intrinsic force, and that standing alone on its own merits 
it does not furnish or command the means of success. 

19. Indeed so plainly apparent is the impossibility of 
carrying Repeal, that its best and truest leaders are forced 
to throw themselves on a blind and helpless appeal to 
futurity. Broad daylight is on the present, and shows too 
clearly there is neither means nor hope. The future is dark; 
and the dark is full of shadows which fancy may shape to 
what form it will; and folly make the forms to be real. But 
men may keep theorising and dreaming too long – the 
building up or restoring an airy and ideal nationality, 
which time is wearing down, and wasting away, faster than 
they can work it up; and when they awake from their 
dreams they will find, I fear, that one other people has gone 
out of the world, as nations and races have gone ere now. 

20. For a revolution is beginning which will leave Ireland 
without a people, unless it be met and conquered by a 
revolution which will leave it without landlords. The 
operation of the terrible famine will turn half the small 
tillage farmers – the sole strength and hope of this island – 
into mere labourers working for wages. The operation of 
the measure for repealing the corn-duties – rendered more 
sure and speedy by the sudden increase of demand for 
foreign corn – will leave landless the remainder. 
Heretofore, tillage land has been able to pay a higher rent 
than grass land. Henceforth it will be the reverse – more 
especially should the potato have finally failed or 
disappeared. The only bar that existed to the universal 
removal of the tillage farmer – the landlords’ own personal 
interest in retaining him – is gone now. The result is no 
matter of doubt; and even if it were doubtful it ought to be 
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provided against. Else will Ireland lose the only weapon 
she possesses that could conquer or cow the English 
government; else, too, will she cease to have a people, for a 
population of pauperized labourers is not a people. I fear 
the English government, and that English garrison who say 
they own our soil, have a full view of their opportunity, and 
are determined to take advantage of it. We hear of nothing 
but plans and schemes to absorb surplus labour – the 
surplus labour that is in process of creation. The farmers are 
to pass over into the condition of labourers, and to be 
supported during their passage. Ireland is playing out her 
last game – and is she then, after all, to be checkmated, 
conquered, abolished? Not if her leaders and people be true 
and no cravens – true, not to any petty objects of personal 
distinction, or personal pelf – true, not to the foreign gang 
who call Ireland their own, and hold her lands by the 
robber’s right – but true to their country and to themselves. 
One move will save checkmate. By one move alone you can 
meet and match – and by that same move you can 
checkmate England. One move alone can save the stakes 
now – and among those stakes are the name and fame of 
you and yours. Men have given to you their faith, and 
hearts, and hopes, for your bold bearing and bold words. 
Even I myself am now trusting to you and to your help, 
instead of looking round for other help and another course. 
Are you ready to redeem your own words, pledged in the 
sunshine of summer weather – are you ready to redeem 
now in this day of sadness and storm? And to justify our 
faith when we followed your leading? Are you up to the 
mark and work of this one hour, in lieu of the “life’s labour” 
you promise? Strip then, and bid Ireland strip. Now or 
never, if indeed it be not too late. Oh, for one year of the 
bulldog soul of England! Oh, for one year of Davis now! 
Whatever he may have thought in the autumn of ’43, his 
voice would have now been louder than mine, to say what 
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mine is too feeble to say. He would not have lain dreaming 
while Ireland was being trodden down, and her people 
conquered finally and forever. For England is now actually 
winning her crowning and DECISIVE victory over us and 
ours for ages coming. 

21. To prevent this result, and at the same achieve 
independence – the only form in which Repeal can ever be 
carried – there is, I am convinced, but one way alone; and 
that is to link Repeal to some other question, like a railway 
carriage to the engine; some question possessing the 
intrinsic strength which Repeal wants; and strong enough 
to carry both itself and Repeal together – if any such 
question can be found. And such a question there is in the 
land. One ready prepared – ages have been preparing it. An 
engine ready-made – one too that will generate its own 
steam without cost or care – a self-acting engine, if once the 
fire be kindled; and the fuel to kindle – the sparks for 
kindling, are everywhere. Repeal had always to be 
dragged. This I speak of will carry itself – as the cannon ball 
carries itself down the hill. 

What that other question is, I may possibly state, very briefly, in 
another paper. Yet if its name and general character be not 
already known, I have lost my labour. 
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THE FIRST STEP – THE FELON 

CLUB 
(The Irish Felon, No. 2) 

The Felon has not been established for the mere purpose of 
speculating, or theorising, or teaching, but for that of acting, too. 
We feel the fact that it was the absence of anything like effective 
action that has made every Irish movement, hitherto, a 
ridiculous, as well as a melancholy, failure – a matter of mirth to 
our enemies, and of mockery to every people but ourselves. 

A meeting that spreads over miles – an association that 
covers the island – a movement that continues through years – 
may each alike be just as much a mere speculator, theorist, and 
talker as any one individual man. And such has been the Irish 
Repeal movements up to this day. What was Conciliation Hall? 
What was Tara? A million of men stood there. What did they do? 
Speculated, spouted, cheered, resolved, declared, petitioned, 
and adjourned. 

We have resolved, therefore, not alone to advise others to 
act, but to assist them, to the utmost measure of our means, and 
the best of our ability; and to adopt ourselves the most extensive 
and vigorous action which public support will enable us to take 
and maintain. 

The amount of support which we could rely on as effective 
must be tendered us on a clear statement and full view of our 
principles, objects, and intended course of proceedings. All 
support otherwise obtained would, in effect, be obtained under 
false pretences; would be altogether unsound and fictitious; and 
would fail us when resorted to. 

We will not voluntarily deceive the public in the smallest 
particular, and we earnestly hope that no portion of the public 
will say or do aught that would tend to deceive us. We fear that 
public meetings in Ireland have not unfrequently applauded 
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sentiments, and voted resolutions over night which they were 
utterly unprepared to act upon in the morning. 

But no people have a right to cheer men on to the foot of 
the breach, or the foot of the scaffold, and then desert them. 
Neither, on the other hand, ought any man leave the great mass, 
and general mind of the country, too far behind him. The very 
foremost banner should never be too far forward. In advance, 
but not miles nor months in advance – a stride before his 
regiment, a day before his people – this is a leader’s place. 

We hold the present existing government of this island, and 
all existing rights of property in our soil, to be mere usurpation 
and tyranny, and to be null and void as of moral effect; and our 
purpose is to abolish them utterly, or lose our lives in the 
attempt. The right founded on conquest and affirmed by laws 
made by the conqueror themselves, we regard as no other than 
the right of the robber on a larger scale. 

We owe no obedience to laws enacted by another nation 
without our assent; nor respect to assumed rights of property 
which are starving and exterminating our people. The present 
salvation and future security of this country require that the 
English government should at once be abolished, and the 
English garrison of landlords instantly expelled. Necessity 
demands it – the great necessity of self-defence. Self-defence – 
self-protection – it is the first law of nature, the first duty of man. 

We refuse all appeal to the English Parliament to abolish 
itself. We will not appeal against the robber to the robber’s den, 
nor against the landlord to a Parliament of landlords. We advise 
the people to organize, and arm at once, in their own defence. 
We mean to assist them, and to set example by organizing and 
arming ourselves. 

Such is a brief statement in outline of our principles and 
purposes. It leaves the principles undefended, the purposes 
undeveloped, all objections unanswered, all details unexplained 
– and details are frequently as important as principles or 
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purposes; but these omissions are matter of mere necessity for 
the present. 

It remains to state our intended course of proceeding, so far 
as may be necessary to expedient. We have determined to set 
about creating, as speedily as possible a military organization, of 
which the Felon office shall be the centre and citadel. 

As our first step of proceeding we are now founding a club 
which, it is intended, shall consist of one, two, or more persons, 
from each parish throughout Ireland, who are to be in immediate 
connection and correspondence with this Office. 

The number of members is not intended to be limited by 
any positive rule. But every person is not to be admissible. 
Certain qualifications will be required. 

And as a matter of common course no man will offer 
himself, or be accepted as a member, unless he holds our 
principles, and unless he be prepared to arm, and fight in 
support of them when called upon. 

But this will not be enough, else a common labourer unable 
to read or write would be eligible. Such, however is not the 
principle on which we are forming this Club. 

But every man is eligible and acceptable any one talent or 
other, or any one qualification, which would fit and enable him 
to be of service in any civil, military, or literary capacity, and 
who is willing to devote that talent or qualification to the service 
of his country for the next six months. It is not 
the common labour, but the skilled labour, we desire to engage 
and organize in this club. 
But zeal ranks with us as the very chief, and is, of itself alone, a 
sufficient qualification. 

Anyone who is qualified to form, or lead, a company, or a 
section of pikemen – or who is willing to head a forlorn hope – 
or who is able to address a public meeting, or who is competent 
to write a paragraph fit to appear in print – any and every such 
person will be gladly received as a member, and welcomed as a 
friend and comrade. 
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In one word, our object is to gather together a number of 
men, competent to lead in cases of necessity, and a staff of 
contributors competent to take the conducting of this journal, if 
its present conductors should be removed by death or exile. We 
would be very desirous to name it the Felon Club, but several 
local clubs have already adopted that name. We think they 
might resign it in our favour. 

A prospectus and set of rules are in preparation, which we 
may publish when completed. 

But without waiting for such publication, we earnestly 
request every man in Ireland who desires to enrol himself with 
us as a colleague, and comrade, and as a member of the Felon 
Club, will signify his wish by letter, addressed to the provisional 
secretary, Mr. Joseph Brennan, Felon office, 12 Trinity Street. 

Until we have obtained at least 500 members we are 
resolved not to make another step in advance. If Ireland have not 
enough of confidence in us, or of heroism within herself, to 
furnish at least one member from each parish, we may just as 
well pull down our banner at once, furl it up in a corner, and 
fling it in the dust. 
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WHAT MUST BE DONE 
(The Irish Felon, No. 3) 

The English government is determined, it seems, to conquer and 
carry this office by quick assault or wearing siege. Of the 
hundred banners hoisted against England here, how comes it 
that the Felon-flag was the first to be assailed, and the second to 
be assailed? Is it deemed the most dangerous, or the most 
defenceless – the feeblest or the most formidable? 

The answer is at hand. The Castle and Conciliation, the 
Castle and the Confederation, the Castle and the one hundred 
Club-rooms, may stand together in this island; the Castle and 
THE FELON office cannot stand together – one or other must 
give in or go down. 

The hand of the English government points to this journal 
as the foe which it hates and fears the most. If Ireland be desirous 
that it shall not sink, overborne by repeated assaults, there is one 
sure way to support and sustain it, and but one alone. I now do 
what I have deferred too long – I appeal to Ireland to come to the 
relief of her assailed and endangered fortress; and I claim, for 
sake of her own success and safety, to have the fortress manned 
and provided – its garrison increased, its defences strengthened. 

I demand the immediate formation of a joint-stock 
company to take Mr. Martin’s place, if he should be crushed, and 
to continue this journal under its present or some other name. 

I am proposing no new or untried idea. The Times, I 
believe, has upwards of one hundred proprietors, or had at one 
time; the Siècle (French paper) has some thousand owners. In 
every undertaking, and line of business, joint-stock 
proprietorship is taking the place of individual ownership. What 
is there to put the newspaper office out of the track and 
operation of the same principle? 

The advantages of applying it in the case of the Felon are 
obvious and easy to appreciate. An individual may be overborne 
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or overawed, conquered, cowed or corrupted, bought, banished, 
or beaten down; an individual may be fettered or altogether 
unfitted, by connections or circumstances, or inadequate means, 
by private views or personal jealousies; an individual may die. 
A corporation or company cannot die, nor easily be conquered 
or committed for felony. More to show is needless. If this plan 
should be approved and accepted by public opinion to any 
efficient extent, the principles it should be carried out on are 
these, so far as they require to be stated now. Into details I need 
not enter: – 

1. The company ought to be as numerous as possible – to 
consist of, say, from 400 to 1,200 proprietors. 

2. Every one, and each of them, should be a known firm 
supporter of the felon principles of this journal. Absolutely 
requisite this. 

3. The shares ought each to be very low in amount – perhaps 
the price of each might be fixed at £1, £2 or £2 10s. Any 
proprietor may, perhaps, be allowed to take as many shares 
as he chooses, within certain limits. 

4. No share to be transferable, except to a party approved and 
accepted by a majority of the proprietors. 

5. Some one or other of the shareholders to be selected and 
appointed as the registered and responsible proprietor, 
with a salary. 

6. Four of five competent editors to be engaged, or, indeed a 
great number if possible. 

7. Surplus profits of the paper, beyond a certain fixed amount 
(reserving or replacing proprietor’s capital) to be devoted 
to advancing the public’s objects for which it will have been 
established. 

8. Englishman and Scotchmen to be admissible as proprietors; 
and one at least of the editors to be an English Chartist of 
known talent and honesty. He must of course be strictly 
felonious, and fully prepared to aid and abet, and assist in 
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a “premature insurrection”, within the next one hundred 
years at farthest, as we cannot possibly afford to admit any 
of these doubtful characters into the establishment who 
first help to blow up a flame, and then help to blow it out 
by the free and easy use of the words “premature” 
“incendiary,” etc. 

Into further explanation or detail it is needless to go for the 
present. 

Am I fully understood? It is needless to say more. Am I half 
understood? – It is sufficient. I can make or enable no man to 
think – I can only help him. 

There may possibly be impediments or objections to this 
scheme which I have overlooked. If so, I desire to be made 
acquainted with them; and also to be aided by suggestions for 
making it more efficient. These I respectfully request to have 
stated, as briefly as possible, by letter (and not otherwise) 
addressed to Mr. Joseph Brennan, FELON Office, Trinity Street. 

The letters must be short. A longer letter than two pages of 
notepaper, I never read, more especially if it be eloquently 
written. I hate eloquence on all subjects, particularly on little 
subjects. 

Immediate written applications and proposals absolute or 
conditional, addressed to Mr. Brennan, are requested from 
parties desirous to become shareholders in the undertaking. 

From the company I propose, and then – before they 
“squelch” Ireland, they must “squelch” the FELON Office. Ha! 
“squelch” it – by heavens – “squelch” it! It is good. No middle 
course can answer that. Your knee to the ground – or death and 
defiance, oh Ireland! 

JAMES F. LALOR 
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FAITH OF A FELON 

(The Irish Felon, No. 3) 

When Mr. Duffy expected arrest some weeks ago he drew up his 
profession of principles, “The Creed of the Nation.” Under 
influence of similar feelings, and considerations, though not 
exactly the same nor excited by circumstances exactly alike, I 
hasten to put my own principles upon record. 

Until yesterday I did not expect to have done this for some 
weeks to come. The statement, or confession of faith that follows, 
I could have wished for time to make more correct and complete. 
It is ill-framed, ill-connected, and wants completeness. 

But even such as it stands, I do firmly believe that it carries the 
fortunes of Ireland; and even such as it stands, I now send it forth 
to its fate to conquer or be conquered. It may be master of Ireland 
and make her a Queen; it may lie in the dust and perish with her 
people. 

Here then is the confession and faith of a FELON. Years ago I 
perceived that the English conquest consisted of two parts 
combined into one whole – the conquest of our liberties, the 
conquest of our lands. 

I saw clearly that the re-conquest of our liberties would be 
incomplete and worthless without the re-conquest of our lands 
– would not necessarily involve or produce that of our lands and 
could not, on its own means, be possibly achieved; while the re-
conquest of our lands would involve the other, would at least be 
complete in first and adequate to its own purpose; and could 
possibly, if not easily, be achieved. 

The lands were owned by the conquering race, or by traitors 
to the conquered race. They were occupied by the native people 
or by settlers who had mingled and merged. I selected as the 
mode of re-conquest, to refuse payment of rent and resist 
process of ejectment. 
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In that mode I determined to effect the re-conquest and staked 
on it all my hopes here and hereafter – my hopes of an effective 
life and an eternal epitaph. 

I was biding my time when the potato failure hurried a crisis. 
The landlords and English government took instant advantage 
of this famine, and the small occupiers began to quit in 
thousands. I saw that Ireland was to be won at once or lost for 
ever. I felt her slipping from under my feet with all her hopes, 
and all my own – her lights quenching, her arm withering. 

It almost seemed to me as if the Young Ireland party, the 
quarrel, the secession, the Confederation, had all been specially 
pre-ordained and produced in order to aid me. My faith in the 
men who formed the Council of that body was then unbounded. 
My faith in them still is as firm as ever, though somewhat more 
measured. 

In the paper I published last week, and in a private 
correspondence that ensued with some of its members, I 
proposed that they should merge the Repeal question with a 
mightier project – that of wrestling this island from English rule 
altogether in the only mode in which it could possibly be 
achieved. 

I endeavoured to show them they were only keeping up a 
feeble and ineffectual fire from a foolish distance upon the 
English government, which stands out of reach and beyond our 
power; and urged them to wheel their batteries around and bend 
them on the English garrison of landlords who stand here within 
our hands, scattered, isolated, and helpless, girdled round by the 
might of a people. 

Except two or three of them, all refused at the time, and have 
persisted in refusing until now. They wanted an alliance with 
the landowners. They chose to consider them as Irishmen, and 
imagined they could induce them to hoist the green flag. They 
wished to preserve an Aristocracy. They desired not a 
democratic but a merely national revolution. 
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Who imputes blame to them for this? Whoever does so will 
not have me to join him. I have no feeling but one of respect for 
the motives that caused reluctance and delay. That delay, 
however, I consider as matter of deep regret. Had the 
Confederation, in the May or June of ’47, thrown heart and mind 
and means and might into the movement I pointed out, they 
would have made it successful, and settled for once and forever 
all quarrels and questions between us and England. 

I repeat my expression of strong regret that they should not 
have adopted this course, instead of persisting in a protracted 
and abortive effort, at a most dangerous conjuncture, to form an 
alliance of bargain and barter with our hereditary and inveterate 
enemies, between whom and the people of this island there will 
never be a peace except the peace of death or of desolation. 
Regrets, however are useless now. 

The opinions I then stated, and which I yet stand firm to, are 
these: – 

1. That in order to save their own lives, the occupying tenants 
of the soil of Ireland ought, next autumn, to refuse all rent 
and arrears of rent then due, beyond and except the value 
of the overplus of harvest produce remaining in their hands 
after having deducted and reserved a due and full 
provision for their own subsistence during the ensuing 
twelve months. 

2. That they ought to refuse and resist being made beggars, 
landless and houseless, under the English law of ejectment. 

3. That they ought further, on principle, to refuse ALL rent to 
the present usurping proprietors until the people, the true 
proprietors (or lords paramount in legal parlance) have in 
national congress or convention, decided what rents they 
are to pay, and to whom they are to pay them. 

4. And that the people on grounds of policy and economy, 
ought to decide (as a general rule, admitting of 
reservations) that those rents shall be paid to themselves, 
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the people, for public purposes, and for behoof and benefit 
of them, the entire general people. 

These are the principles, as clearly and fully stated as limit of 
time will allow, which I advise Ireland to adopt at once, and at 
once to arm for. Should the people accept and adhere to them, 
the English government will then have to choose whether to 
surrender the Irish landlords, or to support them with the armed 
power of the empire. 

If it refuse to incur the odium and expense, and to peril the 
safety of England in a social war of extermination, then the 
landlords are nobody, the people are lords of the land, a mighty 
social revolution is accomplished, and the foundations of a 
national revolution surely laid. 

If it should on the other hand determine to come to the 
rescue and relief of its garrison – elect to force their rents, and 
enforce their rights by infantry, cavalry, and cannon, and 
attempt to lift and carry the whole harvest of Ireland – a 
somewhat heavy undertaking which might become a hot one too 
– then I, at least, for one, am prepared to bow with humble 
resignation to the dispensations of Providence. Welcome be the 
will of God. 

We must only try to keep our harvest, to offer a peaceful 
passive resistance to barricade the island, to break up the roads, 
to break down the bridges – and should need be, and occasions 
offer surely we may venture to try the steel. Other approved 
modes of moral force might gradually be added to these, as we 
become trained to the system: and all combined, I imagine, and 
well worked, might possibly task the strength and break the 
heart of the empire. 

Into artistic details, I need not, and do not choose, to enter 
for the present. 

It has been said to me that such a war, on the principles I 
propose, would be looked upon with detestation by Europe. I 
assert the contrary: I say such a war would propagate itself 
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throughout Europe. Mark the words of this prophecy – The 
principle I propound goes to the foundations of Europe, and 
sooner or later will cause Europe to outrise. 

Mankind will yet be masters of the earth. The right of the 
people to make the laws – this produced the first great modern 
earthquake, whose latest shocks even now are heaving the heart 
of the world. The right of the people to own the land – this will 
produce the next. 

Train your hands and your sons’ hands, gentlemen of earth, 
for you and they will yet to have use them. I want to put Ireland 
foremost, in the van of the world, at the head of the nations, to 
set her aloft in the blaze of the sun, and to make her for ages the 
lode star of history. 

Will she take the path I point out – the path to be free and 
famed and feared and followed – the path that goes sunward? 
Or, onward to the end of time will wretched Ireland ever come 
limping and lagging hindmost? Events must answer that. It is a 
question I almost fear to look full in the face. 

The soul of this island seems to sink where that of another 
country would soar. The people sank and surrendered to the 
famine instead of growing savage as any other people would 
have done. 

I am reminded that there are few persons now who trouble 
themselves about the “conquest”: and there may be many, I 
know there are some – who assent to the two first of the four 
principles I have stated, and are willing to accept them as the 
grounds of an armed movement, but who object to the last two 
of them. 

I am advised to summon the land-tenants of Ireland to 
stand up in battle-array for an armed struggle in defence of their 
rights of life and subsistence, without asserting any greater or 
more comprehensive right. I distinctly refuse to do so. I refuse to 
narrow the case and claim of the island into any such petty 
dimensions, or to found it on the rogue’s or the beggar’s plea, 
the plea of necessity. 
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Not as a starving bandit, or desperate beggar who 
demands, to save life, what does not belong to him, do I wish 
Ireland to stand up, but as a decrowned Queen who claims back 
her own with an armed hand. I attest and urge the plea of utter 
and desperate necessity to fortify her claim, but not to found it. 

I rest it on no temporary or passing conditions but on 
principles that are permanent and imperishable, and universal; 
available to all times and to all countries, as well as to our own – 
I pierce through the upper stratum of occasional and shifting 
circumstance, to bottom and base on the rock below. 

I put the question in its eternal form – the form in which 
how often soever suppressed for a season, it can never be finally 
subdued, but will remain and return, outliving and outlasting 
the corruption and cowardice of generations. I view it as ages 
will view it – not through the mists of a famine but by the living 
lights of the firmament. 

You may possibly be induced to reject it in the form I 
propose, and accept in the other. If so you will accept the 
question and use it as a weapon against England, in a shape and 
under conditions which deprive it of half its strength. You will 
take and work it fettered and handcuffed not otherwise. To take 
it in its might, you must take it in its magnitude. 

I propose you should take Samson into your service. You 
assent but insist that his locks should be shorn. You moreover 
diminish and degrade down from a national into a mere class 
question. In the form offered it would carry independence, in the 
form accepted it will not even carry Repeal, in the minimum of 
meaning. You fling away Repeal, when you fling away the only 
mode of achieving it. 

For by force of arms alone can it ever be achieved; and 
never on the Repeal-question will you see men stand in array of 
battle against England. 

I trouble myself as little as anyone does about the 
“conquest” as taken abstractedly, as an affair that took place 
long ages ago. But that “conquest” is still in existence with all its 
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laws, rights, claims, relations and results. The landlords holds 
his lands by right and title of conquest, and uses his powers as 
only a conqueror may. The tenant holds under the law of 
conquest – vae victis. 

Public policy must be founded on public principle; and the 
question of ethics must be settled before the question of 
economy can be taken up or touched. If the Irish landlord’s title 
be valid and good, no considerations of policy or economy could 
make a refusal to pay rent appear anything better than robbery. 

What founds and forms the rights of property in land? I 
have never read in the direction of that question. I have all my 
life been destitute of books. But from the first chapter of 
Blackstone’s second book, the only page I ever read on the 
subject, I know that jurists are unanimously agreed in 
considering “first occupancy” to be the only true original 
foundation on the right of property and possession of land. 

Now I am prepared to prove that “occupancy” wants every 
character and quality that could give it moral efficacy as a 
foundation of right. I am prepared to prove this when 
“occupancy” has first been defined. If no definition can be given, 
I am relieved from the necessity of showing any claim founded 
on occupancy to be weak and worthless. 

Refusing, therefore, at once to accept or recognise this 
feeble and fictitious title of occupancy, which was merely 
invented by theorists, and which, in actual fact was never 
pleaded, I proceed at once to put my own principles in order and 
array. 

To any plain understanding the right of private property is 
very simple. It is the right of man to possess, enjoy, and transfer, 
the substance and use of whatever he has himself CREATED. 
This title is good against the world; and it is the sole and only 
title by which a valid right of absolute private property can 
possibly vest. 

But no man can plead any such title to a right of property 
in the substance of the soil. 
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The earth together with all it spontaneously produces is the 
free and common property of all mankind, of natural right, and 
by the grant of God; and, all men being equal, no man, therefore; 
has a right to appropriate exclusively to himself any part or 
portion thereof, except with the common consent and agreement 
of all other men. 

The sole original right of property which I acknowledge to 
be morally valid is this right of common consent and agreement. 
Every other I hold to be fabricated and fictitious, null, void and 
of no effect. 

In the original and natural state of mankind, existing in 
independent families, each man must, in respect of actual fact, 
either take and hold (ASSUME OCCUPANCY as well as 
maintain possession of) his land by right and virtue of such 
consent and agreement as aforesaid, with all those who might be 
in a position to dispute and oppose his doing so; or he must take 
and maintain possession by force. 

The fictitious right of occupancy invented by jurists to 
cover and account for a state of settlement otherwise 
unaccountable and indefensible on moral principles – this right 
would be utterly worthless, and could seldom accrue; for except 
in such a case as that of a single individual thrown on a desert 
island, the question of right would generally arise, and require 
to be settled before any colourable “title by occupancy” could be 
established, or even actual occupation be effected. 

And then – what constitutes occupancy? What length of 
possession gives “title by occupancy”? 

When independent families have united into separate 
tribes, and tribes swelled into nations, the same law obtains; each 
tribe or nation has but either one or other of two available rights 
to stand upon – they must take and maintain territorial 
possession by consent and agreement with all other tribes and 
nations; or they must take and hold by the tenure of chivalry, in 
the right of their might. 
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In either of these two modes – that of conquest, or that of 
common agreement – have the distribution and settlement of the 
lands of every country been made. Occupancy, indeed and 
forsooth! Messrs. BLACKSTONE, TITIUS, LOCKE and Co. 
Occupancy against the Goth -Occupancy before the trampling 
hoofs of ATTILA – occupancy to stop HOUSTON or TAYLOR. 

In every country the condition and character of the people 
tell whether it was by conquest, or common agreement, that the 
existing settlement and law of landed property were established. 
When it is made by agreement there will be equality of 
distribution; which equality of distribution will remain 
permanent within certain limits. For under natural laws, landed 
property has rather a tendency to divide than to accumulate. 

When the independent families who form the natural 
population of a country compose and organise into a regular 
community, the imperfect compact or agreement by which each 
man holds his land must necessarily assume the more perfect 
shape of a positive and precise grant from the people, just as all 
his other rights must be defined and ascertained – and just as all 
other vague rules of agreement must organise into laws. 

That grant must necessarily assume and establish the 
general and common right of all the people, as joint and co-equal 
proprietors of all the land; for such grant will be of itself an act 
of exercising and proceeding upon that right. 

That grant, and all other grants must also, of necessity, 
without any express words, reserve the general right of the 
people to revise, alter, and amend the mode and condition of 
settlement then made – and to modify or withdraw all grants 
made upon, or in pursuance of, that mode and condition of 
settlement. For no generation of living men can bind a 
generation that is yet unborn, or can sell or squander the rights 
of man; and each generation of men has but a life interest in the 
world. 
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But no generation continues the same for one hour 
together. Its identity is in perpetual flux. From whence it follows 
that, practically: – 

Any condition of settlement established, and all grants made 
thereupon, may, at any time thenceforth, be questioned, reconsidered, 
revised, altered, or amended. 

And in order, therefore, to render the settlement a permanent one, 
it would be requisite to make it such as would give the majority and 
mass of the people a permanent interest in its maintenance. 

But that object could not be accomplished by granting away the 
whole of the land to one man, or to eight thousand men, in 
absolute irresponsible ownership forever, without condition of 
payment, or any other condition whatever. This would be a 
settlement beyond the authority and right of any generation to 
make. 

Those deriving under it, could only be considered as 
holding forcible possession which any succeeding generation 
would have the clear right of ousting. And the people would 
either rise against such settlement, and trample it down – or sink 
under it like slaves. 

Putting together and proceeding on the principles now 
stated, it will appear that if those principles be sound no man 
can legitimately claim possession or occupation of any portion 
of land or any right of property herein, except by grant from the 
people, at the will of the people, as tenant to the people, and on 
terms and conditions made or sanctioned by the people; and that 
every right except the right so created and vested by granny 
from the people, is nothing more or better than the right of the 
robber who holds forcible possession of what does not lawfully 
belong to him. 

The present proprietors of Ireland do not hold or claim by 
grant from the people, not even – except in Ulster – by any 
species of imperfect assent or agreement of the people. 
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They got and keep their lands in the robber’s right – the 
right of conquest – in despite, defiance, and contempt of the 
people. Eight thousand men are owners of this island – claiming 
the right of enslaving, starving and exterminating eight millions. 

We talk of asserting free government, and of ridding 
ourselves of foreign dominion – while lo! Eight thousand men 
are lords of our lives – of us and ours, blood and breath, 
happiness and misery, body and soul. Such is the state of things 
in every country where the settlement of the land has been 
effected by conquest. 

In Ulster the state of things is somewhat different, much to 
the advantage of the people, but not so much as it ought to have 
been. Ulster was not merely conquered, but colonised – the 
native race being expelled, as in the United States of America – 
and the settlement that prevails was made by a sort of consent 
and agreement among the conquering race. 

No length of time or possession can sanction claims 
acquired by robbery, or convert them into valid rights. The 
people are still rightful owners, though not in 
possession. “Nullum tempus occurrit Deo – nullum tempus occurrit 
populo.” 

In many countries besides this, the lands were acquired, 
and long held by right of force or conquest. But in most of them 
the settlement and laws of conquest have been abrogated, 
amended, or modified to a greater or lesser extent. In some, an 
outrise of the people has trampled them down – in some the 
natural laws have triumphed over them – in some a despotic 
monarch or minister has abolished or altered them. 

In Ireland alone they remain unchanged, unmitigated, and 
unmollified, in all their original ferocity and cruelty, and the 
people of Ireland must now abolish them, or be themselves 
abolished, and this is now the more urgent business. 
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RESISTANCE 
(The Irish Felon, No. 4) 

Since the present contest began it is eighteen years; and eighteen 
years makes a long period, and large portion in the lifetime of 
one generation. Since it began, youth has grown grey and 
manhood gone far to the grave. It must now at length, from sheer 
necessity, be brought to a quick determination, whether for or 
against us; or it must cease altogether and forever. 

It can neither sustain us or be sustained any longer. And for 
myself I will say this, that I choose utter and eternal defeat rather 
than to have it last for even one year more. 

As hitherto conducted, it has been the most disgraceful in 
character and results that a nation of men was ever engaged in. 
It has been withering all our hearts, and wasting out our very 
souls – sapping all our virtues, strengthening all our vices, and 
making new vices of its own. 

It has gone far and well nigh succeeded in cowardizing a 
brave race and turning a nation of heroes into a nation of 
cravens. An age of the worst tyranny of England’s worst times 
would be better than another year of it. Human nature itself can 
bear such a burthen no longer, and is sickening and sinking 
under it fast, longing to relieve, and if possible to redeem itself. 

I pronounce and record my own vote to have it end. If we be 
able to win, let us go in and win at once. If it be otherwise let us 
submit and surrender, and ask for the mercies and peace that 
tyranny grants to slaves. 

There was force enough in this island to have brought this 
contest to a successful issue at any time. Not deficiency of force, 
but disunion, dishonesty, defect of courage, and faults of 
conduct, have prevented this; for the result of thorough and 
determined resistance could not possibly be doubtful for a single 
week. 
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Among the many causes that have been hitherto in 
combination to produce failure and defeat, the one which now 
demands especial notice is this – that every position occupied by 
the people has been surrendered as soon as assailed, and every 
movement abandoned when met by resistance. 

This, in fact, has now come to be a fixed habit of action, 
counted and calculated on by our enemies; if, indeed, it be not 
natural to us rather than formed – a matter of melancholy doubt. 
Irishmen, apparently, are cowed and conquered at the very 
point where an Englishman only begin to be thoroughly roused, 
and to fight savagely; and more wanted, I fear, and better worth 
for us than a pike in every hand would be three drops of English 
blood in every heart – the bull-dog blood that will not sink, but 
soils the higher for every blow. 

In the history of every successful struggle by a nation or a 
people, against foreign rule or domestic tyranny, one impulse 
and principle of action is read on every page. Wherever the force 
of the government was bent, there too, the people banded their 
force to meet it. The point of assault became the post of rally. No 
position was abandoned, no inch of ground was given. 

The attack was the signal and summons, not of surrender, but 
of instant, obstinate, and stern resistance. This is the road to 
victory – the high road; the only road that can never lead astray; 
the road from which every diverging byeway leads to defeat; the 
road that reasons points out, and nature itself, and all the 
principles that reason acts on, and all the passions that nature 
owns. 

This is the road, and a people who can be persuaded to persist 
in following any other were made to be beaten, trodden down 
and trampled on. Let men differ as they may about other 
principles, there is one that admits of no dispute, and can never 
be relinquished without relinquishing manhood and all its 
rights: the great first principle of – BLOW FOR BLOW; blow for 
blow in self-defence – no matters for why or wherefore, no 
matter for risk or result. 
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And now: – The official authorities of the English government 
have assailed this journal and two others – the Nation and 
Tribunes – with the clear intent as declared by their acts, of 
crushing those journals, and smothering down the voice of the 
Irish people by naked force, violence and terror, not even 
disguised under forms of law, and in open violation of all those 
public and private rights of liberty, property and security, which 
they profess to defend, guard and guarantee. 

Those rights we are firmly resolved on defending, and we 
appeal to the people of Ireland to aid us in their defence. 

The Empire has declared to crush us, and we have determined 
to league in self-defence, and stand up to the Empire. I speak for 
the Nation, I speak for the Tribune, I speak for the FELON. We 
stand up in firm defence, and in full defiance. 

We have determined to cease publication of the three journals 
named, and to establish another, or rather three others, the 
prospectus of which will be published in a few days. 

But the means and resources at our command, or at the 
command of any small number of private individuals, would be 
altogether unequal to the contest we shall have to sustain; and 
we therefore request the immediate formation of a company, 
with a paid-up capital of at least £2,000 to be subscribed in shares 
of £1 each for the purpose of establishing the proposed journal, 
and for making the requisite arrangements for its conduct and 
management. 

Unless this be done, and until it be done, I for one of many, 
shall continue mute on every other matter. One thing at a time, 
one thing alone, until it be finished; and here is what is first in 
order of importance, and necessity. If Ireland will forever, or for 
even one day longer, go on talking, determining, and declaring, 
without doing one thing practical that is proposed to her, I quit 
her service; and so, too, will many others beside. 

We don’t choose to get ourselves transported, or what is 
worse, get ourselves laughed at, for mere idle words that spend 
themselves on empty space. 
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The general principles on which the proposed undertaking is 
to be founded are stated in a paper which I published in last 
week’s Felon, and out of which I now republish them. The 
specific rules and arrangements I have neither any reason, nor, 
of any course, any right to undertake stating. They must be 
determined by consideration and agreement of the joint 
proprietors themselves, at their first, or some subsequent 
meeting. 

1. The company ought to be as numerous as possible – to 
consist of, say, 400 to 1,200 proprietors. 

2. Every one and each of them, should be a known and firm 
supporter of the felon principles of this journal. Absolutely 
requisite this. 

3. The shares ought each be very low in amount: perhaps the 
price of each might be fixed at £1, £2 or £2 10s. Any 
proprietor may, perhaps, be allowed to take as many shares 
as he chooses, within certain limits. 

4. No share to be transferable, except to a party approved and 
accepted by a majority of the proprietors. 

5. Some one or other of the shareholders to be selected and 
appointed as a registered and responsible proprietor, with 
a salary. 

6. Four or five competent editors to be engaged or indeed a 
greater number if possible. 

7. Surplus profits of the paper, beyond a certain fixed sum 
(reserving or replacing proprietor’s capital) to be devoted 
to advancing the public objects for which it will have been 
established. 

8. Englishmen and Scotchmen to be admissible as proprietors; 
and one, at least of the editors to be an English Chartist, of 
known talent and honesty. He must, of course, be strictly 
felonious, and fully prepared to aid and abet, and assist in 
a “premature insurrection” within the next hundred years 
at farthest. 
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A committee is in course of formation, for the purpose of 
receiving applications and proposals from parties desirous of 
becoming shareholders. When formed the names will be 
published, together with the prospectus. 
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CLEARING DECKS 

(The Irish Felon, No. 5) 

It is never the mass of a people that forms it real and efficient 
might. It is the men by whom that mass is moved and managed. 
All the great acts of history have been done by a very few men. 
Take half a dozen names out of any revolution upon record, and 
what would have been the result? 

Not Scotland but Wallace barred and baffled Edward. Not 
England but Cromwell struck a king from his seat. Not America, 
but six or eight American men, put stripes and stars on the 
banner of a nation. To quote examples, however, is needless. 
They must strike at once on every mind. 

If Ireland be conquered now – or what would be worse still, 
if she fails to fight – it will certainly not be the fault of the people 
at large – of those who form the rank and file of the nation. The 
failure and fault will be that of those who have assumed to take 
the office of commanding and conducting the march of a people 
for liberty, without perhaps having any commission from nature 
to do so, or natural right, or acquired requisite. 

The general population of this island are ready to find and 
furnish everything which can be demanded from a mass of a 
people – the numbers, the physical strength, the animal daring, 
the health, hardihood, and endurance. No population on earth 
of equal amount would furnish a more effective military 
conscription. 

We want only competent leaders – men of courage and 
capacity – men whom nature meant and made for leaders – not 
the praters, and pretenders, and bustling botherbys of the old 
agitation. Those leaders are yet to be found. Can Ireland furnish 
them? It would be a sheer and absurd blasphemy against nature 
to doubt it. The first blow will bring them out. 
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But very many of our present prominent leaders must first 
retire to be dismissed. These men must first be got rid of utterly. 
They must. There is nothing else for it. They are stopping our 
way, clinging round our arms, giving us up to our enemies. 
Many came into this business from the mere desire of gaining a 
little personal distinction on safe terms and at a cheap and easy 
rate – of obtaining petty honours and offices – of making a small 
Dublin reputation – of creating a parish fame, or a tea-table fame. 
They will never suffer the national movement to swell beyond 
the petty dimensions which they are able themselves to manage 
and command; and are, therefore, a source not of strength but of 
weakness – and the source of all our weakness. But for them we 
could walk down the whole force of England in one month. 

In a movement of the nature of that which has been going 
on for years in this country, it was impossible to prevent the 
intrusion into offices of command or that class of men who mar 
success instead of making it. Indeed it was into their hands those 
offices have been almost exclusively confided up to the present 
hour. This can hardly be called a mistake for it was unavoidable. 
The movement naturally, and of necessity, belonged to them. It 
was of the mock heroic order, the machinery of which none but 
mean hands would undertake or be competent to manage. 

The class of men who make revolutions, and who doubtless 
exist here as well as elsewhere, have been altogether disgusted 
and driven away from the service of their country by the peculiar 
character of that sort of “struggle for freedom” the system of 
“moral agitation” which Ireland thought fit to adopt, and from 
which their pride of manhood and pride of country revolted. 

The staff of leaders which that system created and has left 
behind it is composed of men utterly unfit and unwilling to take 
charge of a military struggle, and who ought at once to be 
superseded and replaced. For two generations – may history 
forget to mention them – those men have been working to do 
this – the best work that ever yet was done for tyranny – to take 
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from the people the terror of their name and make popular 
movement a mockery. 

And what now are they working to do? To hold Ireland 
down hand and foot while her chains are being locked and 
double-locked, and her four noble prisoners sent fettered and 
handcuffed to a penal colony of England, and – hear it, O Earth, 
and hear it, O God! for saying that Ireland should suffer famine 
no more. 

Oh! worse for us than the foreign tyrant is the native traitor; 
and worse than the open traitor in the enemy’s ranks is the vile 
trickster and the base craven in our own. Away with them! They 
must quit at once or be quashed. One man, and every man, of 
those now in the prison of Newgate is worth a host of the 
dastards and drivellers who are bidding you stand by and “bide 
your time,” while your best and bravest are being transported as 
felons in the face of your city, in the sight of two islands, and in 
view of all the earth. 

But how are you to know them, these menials of England 
in the green livery of their country? By this shall ye know them. 
Any man who objects to every plan of armed resistance that is 
proposed, while he produces none or no better of his own. Or 
any man who tells you that any act of armed resistance – even if 
made so soon as tomorrow – even if offered by ten men only – 
even if offered by ten men armed only with stones – any man 
who tells you that such an act of resistance would be premature, 
imprudent, or dangerous – any and every such man should at 
once be spurned and spat at. 

For, remark you this and recollect it, that somewhere, 
somehow, and by somebody, a beginning must be made; and 
that the first act of resistance is always, and must be ever 
premature, imprudent, and dangerous. Lexington was 
premature, Bunker’s Hill was imprudent, and even Trenton was 
dangerous. 

There are men who speak much to you of prudence and 
caution, and very little of any virtue beside. But every vice may 
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call itself by the name of some virtue or other; and of prudence 
there are many sorts. Cowardice may call itself, and readily pass 
for, caution, and of those who preach prudence, it behoves to 
enquire what kind of prudence it is they speak of, and to what 
class of prudent persons they belong themselves. There is a 
prudence the virtue of the wisest and bravest – there is a 
prudence the virtue of beggars and slaves. 

Which class do those belong to who are prating now for 
prudence, and against premature insurrection; while rejecting 
every proceeding and plan for preparation? 

Against the advice of those men, and all men such as they, 
I declare my own. In the case of Ireland now there is but one fact 
to deal with, and one question to be considered. The fact is this 
– that there at present in occupation of this country some 40,000 
armed men, in the livery and service of England; and the 
question is – how best to kill and capture those 40,000 men. 

If required to state my own individual opinion, and 
allowed to choose my own time, I certainly would take the time 
when the full harvest of Ireland shall be stacked in the haggards. 
But not infrequently God selects and sends his own seasons and 
occasions; and oftentimes, too, an enemy is able to force the 
necessity of either fighting or failing. 

In the one case we ought not, in the other we surely cannot, 
attempt waiting for our harvest-home. If opportunity offers, we 
must dash at that opportunity – if driven to the wall, we must 
wheel for resistance. Wherefore, let us fight in September if we 
may – but sooner if we must. 

Meanwhile, however, remember this – that somewhere, 
and somehow, and by somebody, a beginning must be made. 
Who strikes the first blow for Ireland? Who draws first blood for 
Ireland? Who wins a wreath that will be green for ever? 
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